The Alliance for Wise Energy Decisions (AWED) is an informal coalition of individuals and organizations interested in defending citizen’s rights by improving national, state, and local technical policies, worldwide. Our premise is that technical matters (like climate change, our energy options, etc.) should be addressed by using Real Science.

A key element of AWED’s efforts is public education. Towards that end, every two weeks we put together a detailed *Newsletter* (a collection of recent relevant articles, reports and studies), to try to balance what is found in the mainstream media, about a wide range of national-interest issues. We believe that citizens can’t effectively defend their rights unless they are educated about the societal options we have.

To review and research the last 12± years of our *Newsletter*, see [this](#). The purpose of this extensive compilation is to make it easier to search for pertinent studies, reports and articles on a specific topic (e.g. wind energy interference with the military). It is advisable to try multiple search words — e.g. military, army, navy, etc. *(Search terms are case insensitive on this PDF document.)*

**Note 1:** The Newsletters complement what’s on the AWED website: [WiseEnergy.org](#).

**Note 2:** For links to other excellent sources of articles on Energy and Environmental matters please see the “Current News” page on our website. See also our list of quality books on [Climate Change](#) and [Energy](#).

**Note 3:** If you’d like your own personal (free) copy of this unique *Newsletter*, please email John Droz [aaprjohn at northnet dot org] and simply ask.

**Note 4:** We originally verified that all the links below worked — but over time these can change. If you find any errors, please email John Droz [aaprjohn at northnet dot org] and we will try to make corrections. This is Revision: 8-23-21.

---

**— Some Recent Special Media Balance Reports —**

**Politics —**

- The Big Picture
- The Russian/Chinese Plan to Bring Us Down

**Elections —**

- Promoting American Election Integrity (ten major election reports, plus more)

---

Page 1
COVID-19 —
Some Scientific Observations about the Medical Establishment’s Handling of COVID-19 (referencing 100± studies)
Food For Thought: Comparing Climate Change to COVID-19
COVID-19 Vaccine: Safe & Effective?

Global Warming —
The Four Pillars Supporting Climate Change Claims (referencing 60± studies)
Climate Change: The Defense of CO2 (referencing 250± studies)
Taking the Wind Out of Climate Change (referencing 50± studies)
Sample Books on Climates Change

Energy —
Sample Books on Energy
“All of the Above” — Not Such a Good Idea
Multiple Reports on Industrial Wind Energy (and more on offshore wind here)
US Military vs a Political Fad
Wind Energy Interference of the Military: An Overview
Taking the Wind Out of Climate Change (referencing 50± studies)
Solar Realities (and more here)
Offshore Fossil Fuel Exploration and Development: A Review Of Some Concerns
Michael Moore’s Movie: Planet of the Humans (not ours but well worth seeing)

Science —
Science is a Process
Peer Review is Just Brass Plating — not a Gold Standard

Public Relations —
Terminology: Some Deceptive Phrases — and Suggested Substitutes
Are Conservatives Winning or Losing?
Why Aren’t Conservatives Doing a Better Job of Public Relations?

Education —
Education Emergency: Our Children (and US) at Risk
The Importance of Teaching Science
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COVID-19:
HCQ is effective for COVID-19 when used early: meta analysis of 190 studies
WHO Chief Scientist: No Evidence COVID Vaccine Prevents Viral Transmission
Short video: Urgent Information on the CV19 Vaccine - Dr Carrie Madej
The 15 Trillion Dollar COVID Question

Greed Energy Economics:
Wind Power Fined Measly $1 Million For Causing Statewide Blackout
Electric car driver discovers fast charge costs more than gas

Misc Energy:
The Dark Side of Clean Energy
Jan 2021 Report on Wind Energy
China begins construction of second CFR-600 fast reactor
Looking forward: new technologies in the 2020’s
Natural Gas Bans Meeting Resistance from Reality
Biden should help clean up the developing world’s exotic mining tragedy

Manmade Global Warming:
Study: Distorting the view of our climate future
Short video: Climate Censorship
Model estimates subsidence risks across the globe
Video: New Understanding of Earth’s Paleoclimate
Alps ice-free 6000 years ago, when CO2 was much lower than today
Commentary: Rajendra Pachauri, 1940-2020

US Election:
Report: Reclaiming a Superpower
Heaven Is Not Shaken
Election Change: Getting State to the Point
The Good Fight And We Lost—This Battle
Hansen: Our upside-down post-election world
An Open Letter to Congress about the 2020 Election
Exact Fallout of Presidential Election Predicted in 2019 War-Game Paper
What Happened on January 6th?
A Window Into Who We Are Dealing With in Congress

Vote Integrity:
Short spot-on video: How It Happened
Judge allows Georgia Election Hearing
Cracking Dominion’s Source Code – A National Security Threat Since 2003
Voting Machine Impact
China’s Influence on the 2020 Presidential Election
New Report shows an inventory of known vote and election fraud issues
Evidence of Vote Manipulation Explained
Statistical Analysis of 2020 Presidential Vote Dumps
If all mistakes favor one candidate they probably weren’t mistakes
Short video: This is how Biden got 13 million extra votes
Georgia Data Shows Trump Votes Removed or Switched to Biden
Audit Method Outlined by Jovan Pulitzer
The Supreme Court has thrown future elections into doubt
Yes, It Was a Stolen Election
The U.S. Government is Hopelessly Corrupt

US Politics and Socialism:
Parental Units
Moms For America Call For Americans to Stand Up, Reject Evil and Marxism
Media Have Hypocritical Double Standard on Trump vs BLM Protests
Internet Browsers Gearing Up to Silence Conservatives
The Realtors' new ban on "hate speech" extends beyond work activities
The Future of American Politics: The GOP After Trump

Religion Related:
Dave Ramsey showed the love of Jesus in one extraordinary act of kindness
A woman's Place Is in the House?
The Real Stakes of the War on Christmas

Education Related:
The Ways Colleges Legally Silence Non-Conforming Scholars
Priceless lessons from my sixth-grade English teacher
Leaving the Blight of Higher Education: Part II–Farewell, Faculty
COVID-19 — Therapies:
HCQ is effective for COVID-19 when used early: meta analysis of 195 studies
Leading Medical Journal Quietly Retracts Study Claiming HCQ Is Ineffective
Ivermectin is Now a Therapeutic Option for Doctors
How Do I Get COVID-19 Medication?

COVID-19 — Prevention:
Quick guide: COVID-19 vaccines in use and how they work
Twelve Times the Lock-downers Were Wrong
Peer Reviewed Study #1: Lockdowns not more effective than voluntary measures
Peer Reviewed Study #2: Lockdowns Cause 10x More Harm than Good
Legislator calls for vitamin D rollout after 82% reduction in COVID-19 deaths in Spain
Biden Admits His Biggest Campaign Promise Was a Lie

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
COVID-19 Testing Fraud Revealed
We Sold Our Souls To The "Science"
CDC: More Highly Transmissible Variant of COVID Detected in 10 States
Jon Boone’s A synthesis of discovery about SarsCov-2 in the US

Greed Energy Economics:
Unions ask: How much will green energy cost NY consumers?
Battery Costs in the Billions About to Be Tacked Onto NY Electric Bills
Wind Power’s PTC: 13th extension
Tax Credits for Losers Just Continue Forever and Ever
EU sees carbon border tax as ‘matter of survival’ for Europe's industry
Climate regulation threatens competitiveness of German auto industry
Massachusetts Passes Property Tax Reform for Renewable Energy

Wind Energy:
China loves coal far more than wind
Offshore wind has serious flaws and divisive, short-term future
Japan removes two last wind power turbines
Nuclear Energy:
Nuclear superior to wind and solar
Sensible, sustainable nuclear power for Africa

Fossil Fuel Energy:
The Carbon-Powered COVID-19 Vaccine
Biden Promises Science Will Guide Him. So Why Cancel the Keystone XL Pipeline?
Legal bid to stop UK building Europe's biggest gas power plant fails
Natural Gas About to Get Even Cleaner; What Will Fractivists Do?

Misc Energy:
Biden Rescinds Trump Order Banning Chinese Communist Involvement in US Power Grid
Get Ready for More Obama-Era Green Energy Scams
Why President-elect Biden's energy plans could derail the American Dream
Coal Powers China — while the West waits for the Wind to blow
Court deals blow to EPA's clean power rule replacement
Rare Earths First? Or Last?
EPA's PFAS Action Plan
Repeal Virginia’s Clean Economy Act

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Carbon-neutrality is a fairy tale: the race for renewables is burning forests
China’s 2020 coal output rises to highest since 2015, undermining climate pledges
Experts Warn of ‘Devastating’ Economic Impact of Rejoining Paris Climate Accord
Two Trump appointees investigated for posting reports denying climate change
Media Reports of +40% Adjustment in Ocean Warming Were Greatly Exaggerated

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
The Climate Change Flyers
Environmental Extremism Is Creeping Into Every Domain of Public Policy
Good new book: Fake Invisible Catastrophes and Threats of Doom
Editorial: Cuomo is again ignoring local voices with climate initiatives
African nations planning 1250 new coal and gas power plants, new study reveals

US Election:
Database of 2020 Presidential Election-related Lawsuits
Rand Paul Destroys ABC’s Stephanopoulos Over ‘Voter Fraud Big Lie’
Volume Three of the Navarro Report
Fighting the Good Fight: What I Learned at the Rally
Analysis of Babbit Videos Suggests Coordinated Actions
In one NY County, 2418 people registered on time — but were not allowed to vote!
Eastman’s Statement on His Retirement from Chapman University
The Non-Incitement & The Instigators
Voter Fraud Arrest in Texas

Protecting US Freedoms:
This Is How Conservatives Get Erased From the Internet
Here Are Some Free-Speech Alternatives to Big Tech
Executive Order re Chinese Controlled Software
Conservative commentators not allowed to raise election questions
AOC’s suggests commission to 'rein in' media
Why Is Liberty Good?
They Want to Cancel Our Culture, Our History, Our Liberty
Deus ex digital machina
"Uncle Tom" Blacklisted by Hollywood

US Politics and Socialism:
The Conservative Purge Begins
Video: This Is a Communist Party Takeover
Experts: Ideological Alignment Pushing America Toward Totalitarianism
Trump is not the left’s real target — conservatives are
Biden’s $1.9 trillion ‘rescue plan’ could destroy 4 million jobs
Lt. Gen. Tom McInerney: World War III has started
Twitter Reaches Hypocritical Mass
California Provides a Peek at What’s Ahead for U.S. Under One-Party Dem Rule
The American People Will Cancel the Democrats in 2022

Other US Politics and Related:
What Happened to the 'Party of Healing?'
China: Going from First in the World to Second
China Is the Threat But Our Media and Politicians Have Been Bought
Democrats Tried to Give Billions to Iran, Russia and Communist China!
Articles of Impeachment Will be Introduced Against Biden on January 21
1776 Commission's report offers unifying message for America
Religion Related:
How Cultural Marxists in Our Midst Are Grinding Down Christianity
The Endgame is to Dismantle the Family
Prayer for the Nation
Where Do We Go From Here?
Biden and Pelosi: Are They Catholics, or Are They Heretics?
Pro-abortion protesters storm pro-life Mass in cathedral, demand free abortions

Education Related:
Short video: What I Can Teach You About Racism
We Have to Stop Pretending Public Schools Aren't Bad
Short Video: There Is No Apolitical Classroom
Psychedelic Therapy Schools Are Popping Up Like Mushrooms

Science and Misc Matters:
Democrats File Lawsuit to PROHIBIT Scientific Transparency
Telegram vs Signal and another
Don't Believe the Hype About 'Socially Responsible' Investing
Promise Keepers Announces First-Ever Men’s Marriage Summit

AWED 2/1/21 Special Vote Integrity Newsletter

How DJT Lost the White House, Introduction
How DJT Lost the White House, Chapter 1
How DJT Lost the White House, Chapter 2

The Dem-Media Narrative that there is “No Evidence of Election Fraud” is a Lie
Arizona County Officials Approve Forensic Audit of Election Systems
Judge rules Virginia elections board violated law with late absentee mail-in ballot rule
Short video: I hacked an election — so can the Russians
Study: Can Voters Detect Malicious Manipulation of Ballot Marking Devices?
Dems Introduce Radical Mail-In Ballot Plan That Could Give Them Permanent Rule
Dominion Sues Sidney Powell for $1.3 Billion
DOJ Office of the Inspector General Announces Initiation of Investigation
Microsoft To Punish Legislators Who Questioned The 2020 Election Results
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COVID-19 — Therapies:
HCQ is effective for COVID-19 when used early: meta analysis of 200 (!) studies
FLCCC Response to the NIH Committee Recommendation on Ivermectin use
The Zelenko protocol
Could Many COVID-19 Deaths Have Been Prevented?

COVID-19 — Prevention:
Game-changing COVID-19 nasal spray claims to be 99.9% effective
Masking the Science
Biden: There’s nothing we can do to change the pandemic’s trajectory in the next several months.
Biden: Coronavirus Restrictions Through ‘Early Fall’
Lawmaker tests positive for coronavirus – after receiving TWO vaccine shots
Lancet: Russian COVID-19 vaccine candidate appears safe and effective

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
On average lockdown states suffer more COVID deaths
Why greens love lockdowns
State AG : NY undercounted nursing home COVID-19 deaths by as much as 50%
China Using Anal Swabs To Detect COVID-19

COVID-19 — Misc:
Schiff Urges Social Media to Delete COVID “Misinformation”
The Case Against Anthony Fauci
Short video: Dr. Fauci Paid for Wuhan Virus Research
Short video: Lawsuit Update — This Will Make Your Day!
Video: Bio-warfare & Weaponization of Medicine Amid COVID-19
Curfew temporarily lifted for 91 restaurants, clubs, and bars that sued NYS

Greed Energy Economics:
Biden: Sorry Folks, We're Raising Taxes to Pay for Climate Policies
Why Is Solar Energy Getting 250 Times More In Federal Tax Credits Than Nuclear?
Virginia will pay trillions for renewable power
Wind and Solar Energy:
The dark side of ‘green energy’ and its threat to the nation’s environment
Progressive Eco-Group Admits that Renewable Energy is a Hoax
How Many Birds Are Killed By Wind Turbines?
Maine Governor proposes 10 year moratorium on offshore wind
Carbon Offsetting via old wind and solar projects is no way to reduce emissions
Chaotic Wind & Solar Collapses Threaten Entire Europe-Wide Blackout
Panasonic Is Quitting The Solar Panel Business
Offshore Wind Plans Will Drive Up Electricity Prices And Require Massive Industrialization Of The Oceans

Fossil Fuel Energy:
Goodbye Keystone XL Pipeline
Biden Administration Sets Out Plan for Eve of Energy Destruction
China: Coal production, imports increase
China is fueling South America’s oil boom

Misc Energy:
A Policy of Ignorance
Think About Energy: President Biden’s First 100 Days
Biden Wants to Kill 80 Percent of America’s Energy
Short video: Fool Me Once
Battery storage is not what you think
Red Dragon, Green Agenda
Electric Cars Are Coming, and Fast. Is the Nation’s Grid Up to It?
Amazon Obscures Its Massive Energy Consumption
Nuclear Energy at University of Michigan

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Watch my right hand - - - there is nothing to see in my left!
Kerry admits zero emissions in US wouldn’t make difference in climate change
Environmental Justice for Whom?
The Fraud of Climate Change And the Drive for Control
Archival Study: Climate Science: Is it currently designed to answer questions?
Could Recent U.S. Warming Trends be Largely Spurious?
Joe Biden's Climate Nirvana—and Ours
Kerry took private jet to Iceland for environmental award
Climate Change Is Now the Excuse to Strip Away American Freedom
Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Biden’s climate plans are energizing national security problems
Boebert Moves to Block Biden E.O. on Paris, Demanding Senate Confirmation
Former White House Brochures on Climate
Over 400 Scientific Papers Published In 2020 Skeptical About Climate Alarm
Democrats’ Climate Agenda Will Mimic Their COVID Tyranny
Biden to Divert $30 Billion in Aid For Farmers to Climate Change without approval
Study: Earth heats up due to pandemic’s cleaner air
Video: New Explanation for Modern Climate Change
NASA: Antarctic sea ice is growing, but we don’t know why
Study: Novel photocatalyst turns CO2 into methane fuel with light
Why Disagreeing with Sheldon Whitehouse is Criminal
Paris Climate Agreement Being Rejoined to Detriment of United States

US Election:
2020 Presidential Election Lawsuits — the Facts
Trump is winning election lawsuits, in case you haven’t heard
Seven Kinds of Election Interference, from Fraud to Censorship
The Secret History of the Shadow Campaign That Changed the 2020 Election
Mike Lindell’s “Absolute Proof” movie
Powerful People Changing Laws, Steering Media & Controlling Information
Updates and Clarifications about Arizona’s Forensic Audit

US Election — NYS House Race:
A lesson from New York 22nd race: How not to run an election
Top Democrat Lawyer Claims Faulty Voting Machines
Attorneys For Trailing Democrat Candidate Claim Voting Machine Count Errors
NY Republican Claudia Tenney declared victor in last House race

US Politics and HR1:
Proposed Bill H.R.1. Gives Congress Total Authority Over Future Elections
Democrats Have Released a Roadmap to One-Party Rule
Shocking U.S. bill would allow Dems 'to steal elections forever'
Coalition to Oppose H.R. 1 and S. 1
US Politics and Socialism:
Will Biden Stand up to the Mob?
Our Republican “Allies” Are Far More Dangerous Than Our Leftist Enemies
Reversals Ahead in US Tax, Education, and Regulatory Policy
Video: Diversity, Inclusion, Equity | James Lindsay
Video: Tulsi Gabbard — Democrats are trying to turn America into a 'police state'
FBI close to criminalizing free speech by indicting man for tweeting election memes
The dystopian reality of Big Tech
Section 230's unconstitutional delegation of power to Big Tech
America, a Country of Victorious Socialism

Misc US Politics:
The civilization you thought you live in is finished
The Seven Elements of Our Odious American Oligarchy
New: Restore The Republic PAC
Individual Rights and Freedoms Under Siege in Era of COVID
The 1776 Report
Biden’s ‘Debt Doesn’t Matter’ Theory Guarantees Economic Crisis
NC's Lt. Governor shows how to fight back against a corrupt media
Republican Leadership is, at the Best of Times, A Leaky Vessel
Liz Cheney survives vote to remove her from GOP leadership

Education Related:
Short video: No Past, No Future
Penn State's Institutional Wickedness
Ethnic Studies Curriculum Promotes Divisiveness and Indoctrination
The Keys to Undoing Academic Freedom, If We’re Not Careful
Short video: Critical Race Theory Influencing School Curriculum

Science and Misc Matters:
American Sports Are Letting Down America
EPA's Transparency Rule: Post Mortem
I Fought the Dark Web and the Dark Web Won
COVID-19 — Therapies:
HCQ is effective for COVID-19 when used early: meta analysis of 207 (!) studies
New Israeli Drug Cured 29 of 30 Seriously-Ill COVID-19 Patients

COVID-19 — Prevention:
Doctors Link Pfizer, Moderna Vaccines to Life-Threatening Blood Disorder
Annual Covid Vaccine Needed For Years to Come
Rebuttal of CNN’s Hatchet Job on Vaccine Story
How COVID-19 ‘Vaccines’ May Destroy the Lives of Millions
CDC double mask “study” a perfect example of politicized junk “science”

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
Study: COVID-19 fatality data substantially compromised re accuracy and integrity
Scientists: UK coronavirus variant found in US could be deadlier
Ranking of Safest States During COVID

COVID-19 — NY Governor Cuomo:
Cuomo’s alleged nursing home cover-up draws the ire of NY lawmakers
Cuomo lied and covered it up — we need a federal investigation
Cuomo Facing Impeachment after Aide Confesses that They Concealed Covid Deaths

Greed Energy Economics:
Net zero jobs by 2050?
Subsidies Are Going to Renewables Not Fossil Fuels!
Biden Assurances on Jobs Sting Like Insults
Short video: Auctioning Blackouts
Renewables Sector Reels As 150,000 German ‘Green’ Jobs Evaporate

Wind Energy and Texas:
Tucker: The great Texas climate catastrophe is heading your way
The Energy Solution For Texas — And America
Texas Is Where the Biden Admin Wants Us All to Be: In the Dark
Texas’s Blackouts Are The Result Of Unreliable ‘Green’ Energy
I’m Freezing Cold and Burning Mad in Texas
Alex Epstein: The Root Cause of the Texas Blackouts
Short video: Texas winter storm freezes wind turbines, causes blackouts
How Wind Power Caused The Great Texas Blackout Of 2021
Blackouts Cascade Beyond Texas in Deepening Power Crisis
Frozen wind turbines hamper Texas grid
Clean Energy Advocates: What Do We Do When the Wind Turbines are Frozen?
Windy City (Texas) Is One Cruel Place and Caused Us to Lose Our Minds

Wind Energy — Offshore:
Offshore Wind: Problems Aplenty
U.S. offshore wind prospects: Overblown promises and blown-up costs
Report: Data shows that cheap offshore wind power claims are false
NJ offshore wind opponents worry turbines will affect fishing, and tourism

Wind Energy — Other:
Gov Cooper is Steering NC Towards Electricity Blackouts
Nor’easters would be disastrous to a Green America
New York CLCPA Climate Law Will Yield A Texan-Sized Energy Debacle!
Yes, our increasing reliance on intermittent wind power really is a problem

Solar Energy:
Solar Makes No Sense, But It Makes Money
MN calls for big new crackdown on the ‘forever chemicals’ PFAS
Why it’s so hard for the solar industry to stop using forced labor?
Cheap solar panels were made by using the forced labor of people living in camps
Solar industry upset when informed for need of costly upgrades

Nucler Energy:
On Anti-Nuclear BS
Investments in nuclear energy could help solve the economic and climate crises
Closure of NYS Indian Point nuclear facility will result in higher CO2
Lawmakers call for ‘nuclear renaissance’ to support EU’s energy transition

Fossil Fuel Energy:
As nation freezes, fossil fuels are keeping the lights and heat on
Russia will replace all the U.S. oil Biden wants to ban
Joe Biden Wants to Make America Energy Dependent Again
Mexico gives up on renewables, revives coal industry
Biden aims to isolate China on coal — but it could blow back on the U.S.
Germany's "Green" Energy Fail Rescued By Fossil Fuels
Germany forced to rely on fossil fuels after cold snap freezes renewables

Misc Energy:
Where Energy Modeling Goes Wrong
DOE lab aims to answer the questions about grid storage
India to overtake EU as world’s third largest energy consumer by 2030
Electric Autos need finite rare earth, critical, & precious metals
Weakest link to EV growth is the material supply chain

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
The Great Zero Carbon Criminal Conspiracy
A Case Study of How Media & Politics Mangle Objective Climate Science!
Biden’s climate ‘fix’ is fantastically expensive and perfectly useless
NY Subways have PM2.5 levels 77x the EPA standards — No Bodies Found
Climate ‘Crisis’ Or Leap Of Faith? Our Politicians Are Clueless
Let’s Review 50 Years of Dire Climate Forecasts and What Actually Happened
The dangers of using Climate Policy as a Social Justice tool
Scientists find new truths about how forests impact air quality
Norway, the UK and Canada are climate hypocrites
New York environmental rights headed for public vote this year
Dismay at Ismay
Bill Gates, Climate Warrior, and Super Emitter

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Report: Paris Agreement requires COVID-like lockdowns for decades
Report: Impacts of Climate Change: Perception and reality
Limiting Warming to 2º C Requires Emissions Reductions 80% Above Paris Agreement
Sinking situation of subsidence in Houston, Gulf Coast
Dan Crenshaw Emotionally Pushes Back Against Joe Biden's Climate Agenda
Are you ready for the climate lockdowns?
Publication: The Great Leap Backward: LaRouche Exposes the Green New Deal
Preprint #3C: Carbon cycle model shows nature controls CO2 level

US Election:
During 2020 Election, Chain of Custody Laws are Broken in Every Swing State
In Mail-In Impeachment Vote, Senate Convicts Trump 8275 To 3
Exposing Fact-Checker “Mistruths” on 2020 Election Lawsuits
Lindell Comes Up Short In His Absolute Proof
California Suddenly Pushes Strict ‘Signature Match’ for Newsom Recall Drive
Understanding Government Funded Get Out the Vote Turn-Out Manipulation in PA

US Politics and Socialism:
Infographic: How the CCP Seeks to Control America
Short video: The New Normal Narrative
Short video: Time to Fact Check the “Fact Checkers”
Short video: Democrats and celebrities advocating violence
Globalists’ America-last agenda focused on crushing the middle class
Cultural Marxism Hits Granite Wall in New Hampshire

Religion Related:
Biblical Christianity bears all the hallmarks of a conspiracy theory
Biden Using Christian Religion as ‘Cover for Extreme Policies’
Why Catholic Leaders Say The Faithful Have A Duty To Go Back To Church In Person

Education Related:
Be Reasonable, But Not Naive, About the Crisis in Higher Ed
Oregon Promotes Program Focused On ‘Dismantling Racism In Mathematics’
American K-12 science education gone bad
School Choice from a public school teacher and principal
NYC public school asks parents to 'reflect' on their 'whiteness'
People are getting stupider, it’s a scientific fact

Science and Misc Matters:
Scientists develop transparent wood that is stronger and lighter than glass
The World as I See It: The International Criminal Court is Corrupt to the Core!
More than 35% of US Dollars Ever Printed Made in 2020
COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early: meta analysis of 44 studies
HCQ is effective for COVID-19 when used early: meta analysis of 215 studies

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
Should COVID-19 Vaccination Be Mandatory?
Federal Law Prohibits COVID-19 Vaccine Mandates
Injuries Reported to CDC After COVID Vaccines Climbs by Nearly 4,000 in One Week
Experimental Gene Therapy Should Not Be Called A Vaccine
Catholic bishops caution that J&J COVID vaccine is morally wrong
Study: Why should current COVID-19 vaccines not be used for mass vaccination?

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
Study: Projected Deaths of Despair from COVID-19

COVID-19 — Misc:
The Danger of the Administrative State
Investigation Links Fauci to Experiments That May Have Led to Pandemic
For Much Public Spending: Everything’s Coming Up COVID
Science, Politics, and COVID: Will Truth Prevail?
“Second Nuremberg tribunal” to try global lockdown promoters for crimes?

Greed Energy Economics:
The Myths of Green Energy
Green Jobs Are A Myth: A Myth Intended to Distract Attention
Those millions of new ‘green’ jobs are going to China and India
Electric Vehicle Fantasies
Germany Considers Electricity Rationing to Stabilize its Shaky Green Power Grid
China Turns the Screws on Unreliables

Wind Energy:
The Energy Solution For Texas — And America
NY Great Lakes Wind Feasibility Study (Where is the Sensibility study?)
Why objections to an 800 ft turbine in your back yard are gone with the wind
Indiana wind bill opposed as detrimental to home rule
Is It Time to Put Wind Energy on Ice?
Study shows icing can cost wind turbines up to 80% of power production
NY Senator: Failed Turbines Reason For More Time On Wind Power
Study: Offshore Turbines can effect local currents, etc.

Solar Energy:
Minnesota state agencies reveal a statewide blueprint to address PFAS
Study: How many solar panels in Spain...
Solar project developers feel the financial pressure from rising insurance costs
1,700-acre Virginia project considered again by local planners this week

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
400 Cows Succumb to Low-Frequency Wind Turbine Noise & Vibration
The color of this green technology is blood red
EU court’s bird protection ruling deals blow to German wind power plans

Nuclear Energy:
Video: Shoreham and Indian Point Closures: The Biggest Crime in NY History
Archive: The Nuclear Option

Fossil Fuel Energy:
A Pecksniffian Party of Phony Pontificating Plunderers
Study: China’s New Coal Power Plant Capacity More Than 3x Rest of World’s
China’s coal surge as new coal power plants go online
Global LNG demand expected to almost double by 2040
Cuomo Revelations Mean It Is Time to Re-Examine NY Fracking Ban
The Left declares war on natural gas
Fossil Fuel Fears Blind Those Seeking Green Energy Nirvana to Reality

Misc Energy:
Study: Ignoring Energy Transition Realities
Video: Billionaire John Catsimatidis rips Biden energy, economic plan
National Academies offers stark grid warnings
Critique of the Nomination of Rep. Haaland to Be Secretary of Interior
Exelon to split in two, expects losses from Texas freeze
Biden’s Actions Encourage Supply Chain Dependencies From Foreign Sources
Biden’s Dept. of Energy Blocked Texas From Increasing Power Ahead of Killer Storm
Environmental Justice? No, NY Pollution Justice Act is Just Peak Stupidity!
Mining rare-earths: Greenland finds green power can be a curse

**Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:**
The Extinction Clock
The farcical climate ‘fact-checkers’ who don’t check facts
Why Global Warming is a Total Farce
NOAA’s Climate Disaster Claims are a Sham
Contrary to Biden’s Executive Orders, There Is No Climate Crisis
Why ‘Social Cost of Carbon’ Is Most Useless Number You’ve Never Heard Of

**Manmade Global Warming — Misc:**
NYISO Report: Energy Sources Needed to Address Climate Change
Report: When Giants Arise — The Real World of GHG Emissions and Growth
World ignores climate concerns as CO2 emissions come roaring back
New data reveals British sea level records stretching back 200 years
The Rational Climate e-Book (free)

**US Election:**
37 Things to Know About H.R. 1, ‘For the People Act’
Dems’ priorities – here's how free speech, fair elections and more at risk
Debunking the Latest Democrat-Media Claims About the Election
Critique of the MITRE Election Report
Election Integrity: A Compendium of Quality 2020 Election-Related Reports
Evidence seems to indicate ‘algorithm manipulation’ in the 2020 election

**US Election — Supreme Court:**
Supreme Court declines to hear lawsuit on PA ignoring election deadline
Supreme Court Denial Of 2020 Election Cases Invites ‘Erosion Of Voter Confidence’
“Baffling” SCOTUS Decision Slammed by Justice Thomas
Supreme Court voting rights case could change rules across the country

**US Election — State Issues:**
Judge Rules Maricopa County Must Turn Over 2.1 Million Ballots to Senate
Georgia House Passes Omnibus Election Reform Bill
Four Arrested in Texas on 150 Counts of Voter Fraud
Judge Orders Local Election Do-Over Due to Massive Fraud
Judge re-instates Antrim County Case
US Politics and Socialism:
Carlson Video: Mainstream media disinformation
World’s Deadliest Virus isn’t COVID-19, it’s Communism
The Communist Takeover of the United States?
Archive: On Destroying America
What Have We Done?
Short video: What Is Identity Socialism?

Other US Politics and Related:
Biden Speaks in Houston, What Follows Should Make You Question Everything
How Informed are Americans about Race and Policing?
My story of working with Governor Cuomo
Congress Should Rein in the USDA Slush Fund
When the Left Attacked DC
Biden Consequences: Gender Athletics and the Left!
Equality Act 2020 Will Devastate Women and their Competitive Sports

Religion Related:
The Communist’s Catechism
Twitter Censors Pro-Life Irish Catholic Bishop’s Post
Pope’s Council on Capitalism Should Instead Address Corrupt Governments
Pope Francis: Another 'great flood' possible due to global warming
What happened to boundaries?

Education Related:
Academic Freedom Is Withering
COVID-19 Campus Changes: Testing and Sequestering Students
Don't Scoff at the Push to Cancel Dr. Seuss
Our Public Schools: Worse Than You Can Imagine

Science and Misc Matters:
Science In Crisis
Optimism is a Performance-Enhancing Drug
The rich vs the very, very rich: the Wentworth golf club rebellion
'It Really Is A Gag Order': California May Limit Nondisclosure Agreements
COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early: analysis of 46 studies
My latest recommendations for COVID-19 Prevention and Therapy

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
Doctors, Scientists Write Open Letter About COVID-19 Vaccine Safety Concerns
Former Gates Foundation Vaccine Scientist Calls for Halt to Vaccinations
7 European Nations Halt AstraZeneca Vaccine on Reports of "Serious" Blood Clots
COVID-19 Vaccine Full Disclosure Consent Form
Philosopher David Hume Comes to the Rescue of the Pharmacological Lobby

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
COVID-19 Hysteria and Panic
More Evidence Lockdowns Didn't Reduce COVID Deaths
Climate Change, COVID-19, and the Great Reset
The Disease Models Were Tested and Failed, Massively
Diplomats Warned of Risky Wuhan Coronavirus Experiments: No One Listened

Greed Energy Economics:
Study: Housing prices decline within mile of solar energy arrays
Study: Wind turbines and solar projects drive down house prices
Edmunds: The True Cost of Powering an Electric Car
US DOE Price Data Spotlights Regressive Nature Of Electrifying Everything
America Trails In Global Race For Rare Earth Elements

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Report: The role of rare earth elements in wind energy
Mining Our Way to “Clean” Energy
Court ruling means wind farms must provide more information on noise
Renewable energy vs. the environment in NY
Piling up: ND begins discussion of how to deal with old turbine wind blades
Wind project condemned for destruction of protected species
Wind firm tries to change rules again
Wind and Solar Energy:
Why Wind Power Transition Schemes Are Pipe Dreams
Wind and solar reliance would black out the US
US light usage reveals insanity of relying on weather-dependent wind & solar
KY Bill Would Allow Ban On Large Solar Projects On Farmland
GE Topples Vestas as World’s Biggest Wind Turbine Maker
Maine fishermen caught in a quandary over offshore wind-array site
Wealthy New York enclave battles over offshore wind project

Nuclear Energy:
Nuclear Plant Closures And Renewables Increase Electricity Prices & Unreliability
German green energy compares poorly to French nukes
Why Hydrogen Needs Nuclear Power To Succeed
Can the U.S. switch on a Nuclear Fusion plant by 2035?
The worst fallout from Fukushima was hysteria

Fossil Fuel Energy:
Study: Oil in the ocean photo-oxidizes within hours to days
Climate change and abiotic oil
Natural Gas: Where in the World Would We Be Without It?
We Now Know What Not to Do About Energy Policy

Misc Energy:
Grid Elements — What You Haven’t Heard…
An Evolving Energy Mix and Why The Details Matter
Biden Pushes Green Energy As Informed Environmentalists Abandon It
How the Green New Deal is a Trojan Horse for Totalitarian Government
Renewables: not enough minerals, energy, time or clean and green
21 States sue Biden in bid to revive Keystone XL pipeline

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Short Video: Climate Reality Check
WSJ: Biden’s ‘BackDoor’ Climate Plan
Whiff of the unthinkable at EPA: CO2 standards for states
There Are Models And There Are Models
Video: They’re Coming for your Animals -- UK confirms gassing chickens
Nations Aren’t Acting as If Climate Change Poses Existential Crisis
Study: Climate ‘apocalypse’ fears stopping people having children
Manmade Global Warming — Social Cost of Carbon:
The Social Costs of Carbon Cancelation
Social Cost of Carbon Nonsense
The Social Cost of Carbon Is Arbitrary and Capricious
States sue to block “social cost” of carbon

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
12 States Suing Biden Over Climate Executive Order
Report: A Short History of Climate Alarm
How to Think about Climate Change
Short video: The Big Bad Green Bet

US Election:
Conservative team targets HR 1, ballot fraud in Georgia and elsewhere
Defeat H.R. 1 Now, Deal with Supreme Court Disappointments Later
Conservative Nonprofit Launches $10 M Campaign to Strengthen Election Integrity
FreedomWorks Initiates Another Counterweight to Biden Agenda
Accurate List of 2020 Election Fraud Cases
Clear Thinking on Elections from Justice Clarence Thomas
Vote rigging: How to spot the tell-tale signs
A videotaped confession about who rigged the 2020 election
They Don’t Pick Up Mail – But they Vote by Mail?
Video: Monkey Business Special w Garrett Ziegler

US Election — State Issues:
New Report on 2020 Election Shows Nearly Impossible Statistical Contrasts
New Report Shows Significant Election Irregularities in Many States
24 More Charged in Voter-Fraud Probe in NC
5 People Charged With Voter Fraud in Illinois
Data Scientists Say 432,000+ Votes Removed From Trump in Pennsylvania
92K NV Mail Ballots Went to Wrong Addresses in 2020 Presidential Election
Texas is largest battleground in struggle over voting rights, secure elections

US Politics and Socialism:
Biden and Harris ERASE Women
The Left’s Instrument of Ruin and Destruction
Biden’s Climate Plans Are a Conduit to Socialism
Looking in the Wrong Direction: Time To Wake Up!
Hitting Woke Herd Immunity?
The Real Scandal Behind the Washington Post-Trump Scandal
Short video: Why I quit my job as a leftist organizer

Other US Politics and Related:
The Future of American Democracy
For National Security Reasons, Let’s Keep Biden Off TV
Short video: Submarine Fleet Strength by Country
Wikipedia’s Leftist Bias: Socialism Pages Whitewashed, Communist Atrocities Buried
Short video: How One Man Awoke the Soul of the Nation ... and the World

Religion Related:
Vatican excludes gay union blessing as God ‘can’t bless sin’
Cain Celebrated For Reducing Humanity’s Carbon Footprint By 25%

Education Related:
Silenced by the Sheep: Academia’s New Censorship
The Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Movement: Tyranny thru Subverting Language
Subversive Education in NC
NC Lt. governor raises concerns about school ‘indoctrination’

Science and Misc Matters:
My LifeSite Interview
Willful Blindness in the Sciences
Why People Self-Destruct
He Got $300,000 From Credit-Card Rewards: the IRS Said It Was Taxable
Short video: Drone Weaponry
Meghan Markle, The Tempest of the Shrew
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COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early: analysis of 49 studies
Superior short COVID-19 video: Immune Health, Therapeutic Nihilism & Vaccines!
COVID-19 — Vaccines:
Don’t Be Surprised When Vaccinated People Get Infected
COVID-19 Vaccine Tested on Babies Even as Death Toll Mounts
3,964 Dead 162,610 Injuries: Some Adverse Drug Reactions for COVID-19 Vaccines

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
FDA approves two more over-the-counter COVID-19 home tests
More “Covid Suicides” than Covid Deaths in Kids
CDC: More-contagious COVID-19 strain hits 26% of US new cases
One of the Lockdown’s Greatest Casualties could be Science
COVID Relief: Where Did All That Money Go?

Greed Energy Economics:
Texas Senate passes bill aiming to counter federal subsidies for wind and solar power
Report: Renewable Energy — Tensions Where Green Jobs Meet Blue Collars
Renewable-Energy Backers Want 10-Year Tax Credits in Biden Plan
Short video: Wind & Solar Subsidies
Commissioners say no tax abatement for wind turbines
Green investing 'is definitely not going to work'
Why Subsidizing Intermittent Wind & Solar Drives Power Prices Through the Roof
Germany's energy drive criticized over expense, risks

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Are Wind Turbines A Significant Threat To Birds?
Turbines are environmentally safe energy: Who says so?
Wind developer to breed endangered condors to replace birds killed by turbines
Study: An Analytical Tool to Explore Housing Decisions near Wind Turbines

Wind Energy — Offshore:
White House moves toward approving huge wind project off east coast
Experts: Ocean life is at risk from turbines
Maine lobstermen protest Monhegan-area wind project
Archive: How do offshore wind farms affect ocean ecosystems?
Offshore wind turbines and a change of direction
Offshore Dutch turbines being decommissioned. Here’s what’s next
Wind Energy — Other:
It takes big energy to back up wind and solar
The Case Against Renewable Energy
To Get Wind Power You Need Oil
French court orders 'historic' demolition of seven wind turbines
Short video: Abandoned Oklahoma Wind Turbines (as of 2021)
Confessions of a Reformed Environmental Guy from Upstate New York
After local pushback, Indiana wind & solar bill takes a '180 degree turn'

Solar Energy:
Fourteen (14) Serious Ecological Impacts of Solar
Joe Biden Pledges to Make Solar Panels More Environmentally Toxic
US Solar facilities kill tens of thousands of birds every year

Nuclear Energy:
Nuclear Power Continues To Break Records In Safety And Generation
The real lessons of Fukushima
Nation’s 1st advanced nuclear reactor could operate in State of Washington

Fossil Fuel Energy:
A key to America’s growth lies beneath Pennsylvania’s soil
Oil companies win climate lawsuit filed by NYC
The Future of US LNG Hangs in the Balance
Natural Gas Power Generation Protects Our Independence

Misc Energy:
Video: Our Energy Grid and Why it Matters
Time to get serious about China's energy blackmail
Democrats’ impractical energy policies won’t stop climate change
Green Fraud: Why the Green New Deal Is Even Worse Than You Think
Green Fraud Meets The Big Shut-Up
Texas: The Lessons and the Not Lessons from the Energy Debacle
No Silver Bullet on the Energy Issue
Energy is key to our health and wealth, yet the public understands little about it
Green Fibs and Red Lies Pervade Our Energy Debates Today
The Truth About Energy, Part 1
Book: Green Fraud
Scientists propose highly reliable thermal power generator
Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:

Breaking News: Wind and Solar Potentially Aren't Climate Cure-Alls
The ‘Green Energy’ That Might Be Ruining the Planet
The Climate Headline The Left Media Wouldn’t Dare Write
Study: Greenhouse gas effect grossly exaggerated due to wrong calculations
Exposing the Fraud Behind the Global Reset/Green New Deal
Perceptions of climate impacts at odds with scientific data
Climate change: Net zero targets are 'pie in the sky'

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:

Natural variations help resolve a climate puzzle
‘Earth Hour’: a celebration of ignorance, poverty, and backwardness
China warns Biden: Cave to our demands or forget about your climate agenda
In message to Joe Biden, India embarks on new coal boom
70 Organizations Question NY’s Green New Deal
Book: The Science Against Human Caused Carbon Dioxide Warming
Test Flight for Sunlight-Blocking Research Is Canceled

US Election:

Video: Election Integrity Virtual Conference
Video: Lindell interviews scientist who claims there is scientific proof of cybercrime
Majority of Black and Hispanic Voters Support Voter ID
W.I.M.P. - Proof the Presidential Election Was Stolen
'Legal Arguments' Used by Dem Lawyer Marc Elias Should Be a National Scandal

US Election — State Issues:

Myth vs. Fact: The Georgia Election Law
Election Integrity Bills Have Been Introduced In 47 States
The ‘Scan the Ballots’ Effort Is Moving Forward In Georgia
Wisconsin Announces Investigation Into 2020 Election Trump Supposedly Lost
Wisconsin Assembly Authorizes Election Investigation
A River of Doubt Runs Through Mail Voting in Big Sky Country

US Politics and Socialism:

Understanding Socialism, Communism and Marxism
CCP Adviser Outlined Detailed Plan to Defeat US, Including Manipulating Elections
A New Zealander’s 9 ‘Starter Steps’ to Save America From Socialism
Transgenderism: The Left’s Tool of Societal Subversion
Progressives against Civil Rights
COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early: analysis of 52 studies
Superior short COVID-19 video that covers all the key topics
120 doctors ask JAMA to retract misleading Ivermectin study

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
18 Reasons I Won't Be Getting a Covid Vaccine
Study: CCP Virus Variant Affects Vaccinated People More Than Unvaccinated
CDC Data: Vaccine Injury Reports Top 50,000
Video: Vaccine Is Trojan Horse For Totalitarian Takeover
Former Pfizer VP: Your government is lying to you
New COVID Variants Have Changed the Game, and Vaccines Will Not Be Enough
COVID-19 study finds South Africa variant able to 'break through' Pfizer vaccine
Third Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine dose ‘likely’ needed within year, CEO says
Official: COVID-19 Vaccine App May Lead To Discrimination
Study: mRNA-Based Vaccines And The Risk Of Prion Disease

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
China Blames US for COVID-19 Outbreak
Masks Are a Ticking Time Bomb
Is This the Future of Face Masks?

COVID-19 — Misc:
Supreme Court rules against states restricting religious gatherings
COVID Became Excuse To Run Statewide Surveillance Programs
MD: Globalists are using COVID-19 to ‘crush the spirit’ of mankind
Short Video: New COVID-19 Rule: Give It to Me Straight, Doc

Greed Energy Economics:
Lower and middle-class Americans will pay a fortune for Biden’s wind-power plan
‘Obscene’ wind turbine subsidies revealed by new data
New grants prop up lobbying for renewable energy and strengthen ties to China
Maine counties chafe at lower-than-expected payments from wind projects
Federal funding fantasy: EV charging
Germany Energy Taxes to Go Green Lead It to Go Bust
The NY Community and Climate Investment Act Climate Pollution Tax

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Short video: Wind & Solar: Wrecking Bio Diversity
The battle over Greenland’s untapped natural resources

Wind Energy: — Offshore:
NYSERDA chief to feds: No wind projects off Hamptons
Feds’ decision removes 2nd largest potential NY wind farm from consideration
Offshore Wind Is Off-the-Charts Political Nonsense
It’s Time for a Fishing Industry Buy-out by Offshore Wind
Wind Energy — Other:

Cybersecurity of wind power a growing concern
Public opposition and grid integration costs: the two limiting factors for Wind?
Wind and Solar are Intermittent and Incapable of Meeting Our Needs

Nuclear Energy:

Czech researchers develop revolutionary nuclear heating plant
Nation’s 1st advanced nuclear reactor could operate in WA under new agreement

Fossil Fuel Energy:

U.S. startup plans to build first zero-emission gas power plants
Africans Deflect Biden’s Demand to End Fossil Fuel Use

Misc Energy:

Net zero targets the ‘biggest scam’ since your last email from Nigeria
Energy Legislation introduced by Texas Senator Hancock
Yes, Over-reliance On Wind And Solar Helped Feed Texas’s Power Outages
Senator introduces energy bill SB 467 to financially nail Californians

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:

How a Physicist Became a Climate Truth Teller
Glossary: The Green Regime’s Eco-Speak
Video: The Imaginary Climate Crisis – How can we Change the Message?
Update On Michael Mann v. Mark Steyn Litigation
Seas Rising 20 Times Slower than the Media Claim
The “hockey stick” curve obscures Earth’s CO2 history
Climate Media vs. Climate Science
Prince William Calls for a ‘Reset’
Short Video: Satellite data shows up climate forecasts

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:

The coming of a climate catastrophe
How global warming alarmism is being used to promote population control
Dark, Cold Years Are Coming, So You’d Better Get Ready
Major News Outlets Pledge to Begin Calling ‘Climate Change’ a ‘Climate Emergency’
EIA: U.S. CO2 Declined 11% in 2020 – No Change in Atmospheric CO2
Examining the Viability of Planting Trees to Help Mitigate Climate Change
NASA Data: World is Greener so far This Century Thanks to CO2
NYS Requests Climate Experts to volunteer to be on committees, etc.
Climate Change Checkup

--- Page 30 ---
US Election:
Modem Chips Embedded in Voting System Computer Motherboards
The Small World of Voting Machine Certification
Millions of Write-in & Minor Party Votes Shifted Nationwide
Black Americans Debunk Liberal Talking Point That Voter ID Is ‘Racist’
Black pro-life group slams MLB’s decision to pull All-Star Game out of Georgia

US Election — State Issues:
NH Governor authorizes voting-machine audit
Senator Fann says AZ Supervisors fear outcome of election audit
An Attorney’s Inside Report about What Happened in Wisconsin
Pennsylvania Agrees to Remove Names of Dead Citizens From Voter Rolls
Georgia Takes $5+ Million from Zuckerberg for Presidential Election
How Mark Zuckerberg Almost Handed Texas to the Democrats
Bombshell Fraud In Montana: 6% More Mail-In Ballots Than Votes
Michigan Elections Forensics Report Says 66,194 Unregistered Ballots Talled

US Politics and Socialism:
Short video: Red Green Menace
When the Soviets Admitted Socialism Doesn’t Work
Conservative Filmmakers Start to Fight Back
All Things Great and Small.....Are Racist!
Wealthy and Woke
Wokism’s Greatest Challenges
Video: A very damaging expose’ by Project Veritas

Other US Politics and Related:
China as a Third World Country
The CCP Is Alone in Its Anti-American Alliance
Big Tech Curators of Content, Not Publishers
Fights over free speech and the future of social media

Religion Related:
Christians must ‘stand up’ against ‘horrible reality’ of Biden admin
Small wonder the church is shrinking
Is American Religiosity Really Falling?
A new anti-Christian state church has been forced upon us
Arkansas legislature passes law re ‘transitioning’ minors

— Page 31 —
Education Related:
Fed-up Parent Writes Epic Letter Removing His Daughter from Leftist School
Science Betrayed
Now It’s Really Time to Disrupt Education
What Policies Are Conservatives Actually For in Higher Education?
‘An Endangered Species’: The Scarcity of Harvard’s Conservative Faculty

Science and Misc Matters:
Bill Hwang Had $20 Billion, Then Lost It All in Two Days
Experts Are Super Smart And 100% Reliable, Experts Confirm
Apple works on a 'Lenticular Display' with a next-gen TV and their Apple TV+ Service
A Novel Therapy for Influenza–Induced Pneumonia
Once again, someone tampered with an entire drinking water supply via the internet
Our 2021 hurricane forecast: A BIG season is on the way
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COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early: analysis of 52 studies
14 Months Later: A Pathway Forward
New free health book: Rapid Virus Recovery

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
Vaccine Makers Destroy COVID Vaccine Safety Studies
Pfizer’s CEO Hasn’t Gotten His Vaccine Yet
Do Vaccines Make Us Healthier?
Microbiologist Says Vaccines May Decimate World’s Population
Study: Pfizer’s COVID Vaccine May Trigger Virus That Causes Shingles
Study: COVID-19 RNA Based Vaccines and the Risk of Prion Disease

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
Visualizing the History of Pandemics
Are Covid Fatalities Comparable with the 1918 Spanish Flu?
Locked-Down States Are Where COVID-19 Is Growing Most
Short video: Derek Knauss does not know how to test for COVID
COVID-19 — Masks:
CDC is not aware of any trials showing that masks are effective against COVID-19
AZ School Board Flees, Parents Elect New Board, Vote To End Mask Mandate

COVID-19 — Misc:
Short video: Leigh Dundas speech - (Health and Freedom 2021)
Fauci Has Chalked Up 300+ Media Appearances Over Past Year
Adults have failed children in foisting harmful Covid-19 restrictions on them
The Anti-Lockdown Movement Is Large and Growing

Greed Energy Economics:
Greed Energy Economics:
Down on the windfarm, something stinks
NC Legislators introduce a bill to protect electricity consumers
After the Texas Blackouts, Follow the $66 Billion of Wind and Solar Money

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Feds Approve "Environmental Disaster" off our Coast for Earth Day
Industrial Wind Health Issues Aren’t Blowing Away Quickly
NY Fast-Track Renewable Energy Regulation Paves Way For High-Risk Wind Project
The Dawn Of The E-Vehicle Battery Eco-Disaster

Wind Energy — Onshore:
Short video: How many local people does a wind project hire?
New York’s Wind Power Plans Make No Sense
Rural America is fighting back against wind energy projects
Gone With the Wind Power
CA electric power chief says serious problems lie ahead

Wind Energy — Offshore:
Hawaii NIMBY fight reveals Biden offshore wind challenge
NY Senate bill S6314: moratorium on Great Lakes offshore wind
Wind Power Giant’s Profit Hit by Rocks on the Seabed

Solar Energy:
China’s solar dominance presents Biden with an ugly dilemma
Know Your Supplier: Why We Should Not Buy Cheap Chinese Solar Panels
Solar panels manufactured by firms linked to Chinese slave labor
Nuclear Energy:
Democrats: Stop Sacrificing American Nuclear Jobs For Cheap Chinese Solar Panels
Cuomo: A Dark Prince of Deception or Lost in A Forest of Falsehoods?

Fossil Fuel Energy:
US coal production set to rise, in blow to Biden’s climate goals
Climate bill would tax carbon in New York
Peaking Power Plants and the Truth About Truthout
Junk Science Is the Beating Heart That Never Stops
Biden To Cancel Oil And Gas Lease Sales From Public Lands

Misc Energy:
A Forced March to Electrification for New York?
Details about what the House GOP is discussing on energy and climate
Biden’s ‘Green New Deal’: Glitter, nonsense, and deception
Social cost of ‘green’: A loss of fast cars and freedom

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
The Net-Zero Shell Game and Joe Biden’s Deceptions
US Intelligence agencies challenge Biden's climate alarmism
China says climate onus on US in John Kerry talks
Ever deeper and deeper into Climate Fantasy
Casualties on the road to Net Zero Emissions
There is no climate emergency
Pompeo: 'Enormous Mistake' to Think Climate Change Is Main US Threat
Dr Ian Plimer: ‘We are being misled’ on the climate crisis
Climate debate heats up as research shows disparity among models
Revealed: Al Gore’s real climate catastrophe
Climate, CO2 Optimism
Short video: Joe Biden is now a threat to the West

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
The Biden Climate Summit — speeding up to hit the wall harder
The futility of Biden's climate summit
Kerry: US & China Going to Zero Emissions Will Not Solve Climate Crisis (!)
China’s Strange Endorsement of ‘Net Zero’
The Obamas tackle climate change and wealth inequality
House Republicans held secret climate summit in Utah
Is free choice a thing of the past?
Manmade Global Warming: The Story & The Reality
MI6 to Spy on Nations to Ensure Compliance with Climate Pledges
Do We Know Earth’s Global Temperature?

**US Election:**

Restoring Confidence in American Elections
The Save Democracy Act, H.R. 322
Dershowitz Announces $1.6 Billion Lawsuit Against Dominion
The Courts and the Election of 2020
The 2020 Election Results Show that Social Conservatives Won Big
Gunfight for Election Integrity
Docs show state officials colluded with Big Tech to censor Americans’ election posts
Conservative Scholar Dr. John Eastman To Sue Over Freedom of Speech

**US Election — State Issues:**

Florida rewrites state's election laws: 'Guardrails' against fraud
Montana Governor Approves Ending Same-Day Voter Registration
Recount of 2020 Votes in Arizona Proceeds After Delay
New Judge in AZ Audit Worked for Firm that Merged with Perkins Coie
AZ Officials Increase the Number of Audit Tables from 20 to 46 Overnight
NC's First Black Lt. Gov. Triggers Democrats During Hearing on Election Laws

**US Election — Our Latest Report:**

U.S. Elections Integrity: Recommendations Report
Sidney Powell Shares US Election Integrity Report!
Election Integrity: The Foundation of Our Freedoms
US Election Integrity Group Releases Report w Excellent Recommendations
Election Integrity: Recommendations Report
How to Improve Election Integrity
New Election Integrity Report Offers US Voting System Recommendations

**US Politics and Socialism:**

Costco – Case Study In How To Lose A Customer
Who funds the riotous American Left & why?
Parler Bends the Knee to Big Tech
Critical Race Theory Is About to Face Its Day(s) in Court
Questions to Determine Whether an Associate is a Liberal or a Leftist
China’s social credit program creeps into Canada
Other US Politics and Related:
Video: Sen Tim Scott’s Rebuttal to President Biden’s Speech
Red Pills Are Falling Down All Over the Golden State
What’s Energy?
California recall backers have enough valid signatures for election
Social cost of ‘green’: A loss of fast cars and freedom
Left-of-century: Biden’s first 100 days
Short video: Biden's First 100 Days = 100 Days of American Weakness
Video: LeBron James Deleted Tweet tells you all you need to know!

Religion Related:
Atheists Joyfully Celebrate 'Meaningless Rock Hurtling Through Space' Day
The Big Sky’s the Limit on Freedom

Education Related:
Perpetual Scandal-Mongering as a Political Tool
The Liberal Arts: What We Don’t Know
Biden Set to Push Critical Race Theory on U.S. Schools
New Study Analyzes the High Cost of College
New Book: Really Good Schools

Science and Misc Matters:
Playing Fast and Loose with Numbers
Bring Back DDT, and Science With It!
Unfortunately, trains will be a hard sell in the U.S.
Monopoly: An overview of the Great Reset – Follow the Money
Net Zero Plastic Applies Carbon-Offset Model to Plastic Waste Reduction
Short Video: Exploring Disagreements in three minutes
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COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early: analysis of 55 studies
Attorney Discusses NY Court Rulings Over Ivermectin Use for COVID-19
Medical journal calls for Ivermectin to be ‘globally & systematically deployed’
Study: Exposure to high heat neutralizes SARS-CoV-2 in less than one second
Pfizer introduces oral SARS-CoV-2 inhibitor
Rutin: A Potential Antiviral as a SARS-CoV-2 Inhibitor
COVID-19 — Vaccines:
COVID Vaccine Killing Large Numbers, Warns Top COVID Physician
Ask The Experts (COVID-19 Vaccine)
I Have Changed My Mind And Do Not Want A Divorce From This Amazing Handsome Man,' Says Glossy-Eyed Melinda Gates After Receiving Vaccine
As vaccine demand craters, big biotech use psych tactics to create demand
OSHA: Employers may be Liable for any Adverse Reactions for Mandated Shots
Students offered school credit toward graduation for getting vaccine
COVID Vaccine Trials In Animals Were Stopped Because They Kept Dying
Fauci Admits Roughly half of NIH employees have chosen not to get vaccine

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
COVID Deaths Plummet as Excess Mortality Falls to Pre-COVID Levels
Study: 81% may have pre-existing COVID-19 immunity

COVID-19 — Masks:
Stores, States Drop Mask Mandates in Wake of CDC’s Updated Guidance
There Is No Correlation Between Masks, Lockdowns And COVID-19 Suppression

COVID-19 — Misc:
A Primer for the Propagandized: Fear Is the Mind-Killer
Study: The origin of COVID - Did people or nature open Pandora’s box?
The Criminalization of Dissent
Lockdowns are No Substitute for Focused Protection
The Science-doubting Liberals Who Can’t Quit Lockdown
Drinking the Kool-Aid
Lawsuits against W.H.O, etc for ‘Crimes against Humanity’

Greed Energy Economics:
EPA Rescinds “Unnecessary” Cost-Benefit Rule
Survey: Voters Don’t Want to Pay for Biden’s Global Warming Agenda
Renewable Fortune Making at the Taxpayer Trough Is Driving Environmentalism

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Mega-projects divide surprise group: environmentalists
Dr. Stephen Cooper: Sleep Disturbance and Industrial Wind
Finally They Admit Renewables Are Terrible For The Environment
EU court’s bird protection ruling deals blow to German wind power
Wind Energy — Offshore:
Offshore wind too ugly for the Hamptons but OK for other beach resorts?
New U.S. Offshore Wind target: from standing start to 30GW by 2030
The offshore wind energy mirage Joe Biden promotes
Biden Plan for Offshore Wind Is Wildly Expensive and Wholly Stupid
Biden administration approves first major US offshore wind project

Wind Energy — Other:
NYISO says renewables and storage not enough
Locals Worry Wind and Solar Will Gobble Up Forests and Farms
Land grabs, solar deserts, turbines cluttering the coast
Biden offers hot air on wind turbine imports
Biden's Green "No" Deal Exposes Wind Power Virtue-Signaling

Solar Energy:
Researchers have evidence that PFAS could harm an animal’s immune system
Tesla sued after increasing a Solar roof project by more than $30,000
Solar soiling: energy loss from dust on panels can range from 7% to 50%
VA Board #1 denies permit to major Solar facility
VA Board #2 denies permit to major Solar facility
VA Board #3 denies permit to major Solar facility

Nuclear Energy:
We can't let nuclear die
Nuclear On Verge Of ESG Inclusion
Left-wing activists demand Democrats exclude nuclear, etc. from climate bill
NIH Study: False Paradigms, Unfounded Assumptions, and Specious Statistics in Radiation Science

Fossil Fuel Energy:
Ransomware Attack Shuts Down Biggest U.S. Gasoline Pipeline
The Truth About Sea Levels and Fossil Fuels
Report: How Fracking Saved Us from Global Warming
Colonial Pipeline Incident Illustrates Importance of Pipelines!

Misc Energy:
The Geek in Pictures: Special Energy Fantasy League
Biden’s Not-So-Clean Energy Transition
Hydrogen instead of electrification? Potentials and risks for climate targets
Study: When Green Hydrogen came to Australia
The U.S. Will Need a Lot of Land for a Zero-Carbon Economy
Biden's conundrum: Expand EVs without harming the Earth
IEA Report: The Role of Critical Minerals in Clean Energy Transitions
GOP united in ire over energy law in VA governor's race
The train travel revolution that isn’t

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Dr. Curry: Climate is everything
Study: Global climate for last 2,000 years mimic Sun's magnetic activity, not CO2
Relative Percentages of Man-made and Natural CO2 in the Earth’s Troposphere
Geothermal heat and climate variability
A good example of a bad environmental justice study
Red in Robe, Green in Thought
New fraud allegations deepen global science scandal
Sea of doubts
The truth about Biden’s climate summit: Unrealistic pledges reveal grandstanding
“Green Fraud” Book Review

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Short video: Senator Kennedy Questions EPA Administrator Regan
Carbongate: The real science of climate change by a layman
China’s Emissions Exceed those of the Developed World
Supreme Court case about Social Cost of Carbon
Climate Emergency in New York? What Climate Emergency?
The green schism threatening Biden’s climate plan
Russian climate envoy calls race to tighten emissions targets 'unreasonable'
Judge rules that Mark Jacobson must pay attorney fees for his dubious lawsuit
Archaeologists Find Evidence of a Prehistoric Cattle Cult
Video: Climate Policy: When Emotion Meets Reality

US Election:
Archive: Stealing Votes from the Very Vulnerable – Nursing Home Voter Fraud
Clergy vote 'no confidence' in election vendor Dominion
Dominion Voting System Corruption Uncovered
Team Biden Flogs Russian 'Interference', No Matter Intel Agencies Say
Trump attorney, other allies launch voter fraud organization
Rasmussen Poll: 62% Do Not Think Voter ID Laws Discriminate
US Election — Arizona Issues:
Good short video about the latest in the Maricopa audit
Letter from AZ Senate to Maricopa County
Deleted Election Files, etc Prompt Senate to Beckon County Officials to Capitol
Maricopa bombshell! Election database erased just before audit began
Maricopa County Caught Red Handed
“Biden” DoJ Officials Try to STOP Arizona Election Fraud Audit
Maricopa County Refuses to Provide Routers to Election Auditors
AZ Audit Director: Dominion Refuses to Comply with Subpoena
Dominion Will Not Release Passwords to Maricopa Voting Machines
Arizona audit of Maricopa County’s election ballot will stop for a week
Supreme Court Declines to Hear Arizona Election Fraud Challenge

US Election — Other State Issues:
Direct Evidence of Intentional Dominion Fraud Submitted to Court
Emails Prove Existence of Massive Ballot Harvesting Operation
Lenberg Michigan Voting Machine Report
A River of Doubt Runs Through Mail Voting in Montana
An Election Partnership between Wisconsin’s Cities and Zuckerberg funded CTCL

US Election — Our Recommendations Report:
Restoring US election integrity is essential to our future as a democracy
Election Integrity Recommendations Report — Official Release
Sidney Powell Shares US Election Integrity Report!
U.S. Elections Integrity: Recommendations Report
New Election Integrity Report Offers US Voting System Recommendations
US Election Integrity: What Needs to be Fixed

US Politics and Socialism:
Open Letter from 120+ Retired Generals and Admirals
Capitalism, Socialism and ESG
Tuning Out Wokeism
Facebook Admits Trump Permanent Ban Lacked Any Objective Standard
Barrasso: China's goal is domination and is playing America for fools
The greenies' circular firing squad is expanding
Short video: Who Has Privilege?
The High-Pressure Business of Selling Woke Corporate Armor
Officer Relieved After Denouncing Marxism, Critical Race Theory in Military
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Other US Politics and Related:
Activists bailed 70 people out last year; 25 have been rearrested
Critical Race Theory: It’s a Cancer Not a Cure
The Fed Board Agrees Never to Disagree
The leader of the western world’s cognitive capacity is in advanced state of decline

Religion Related:
Karl Marx and Charles Spurgeon’s Epic Struggle for Souls
Vatican warns U.S. bishops about rebuking Biden, other Catholic pols
Are They Catholics, or Are They Heretics?

Education Related:
An Appeal to Cornyn and Cole against “Civics Secures Democracy” Act
Biden's Government Pre-K Not Okay with Parents
The Origins of the Cruel Ritual of Diversity Training
School of Journalism—or Ministry of Propaganda?
Archive: The Politicization of University Schools of Education
Are Your Kids Being Taught to Support Socialism?
7 Dangerous Books That Could Radicalize Your Child
Publish Or Perish Can Become Publish AND Perish

Science and Misc Matters:
Japanese man arrested after dating 35 women at the same time
Science needs more whistleblowers and more questioning
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COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early: analysis of 56 studies
Cost of Ivermectin soars after research suggest 75% chance of cutting COVID-19 deaths
More Good News on Ivermectin
COVID-19 — Vaccines:
3rd Wave of Sickness and Death will be Dominated by Those Who Have Been Fully Vaccinated
Short video: Impact of COVID Vaccinations on Mortality (for countries)
57 Top Scientists And Doctors Release Study Critical of COVID Vaccines
Sweden: Damaging Side Effects From Vaccines Tops 31,000
Documentary Film: The Truth Behind The Vaccine Trials
Twitter Censors an Eminent Infectious Disease Expert for his Opinion on Vaccines
Dr. Michael Yeadon: ‘Not One Of Those Things Is Supported By The Science’
Federal Law Prohibits Mandates of Emergency Use COVID Vaccines, Tests, Masks

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
NIH Study: Assessing stay-at-home and business closure effects on COVID-19
Salk Study: COVID-19 is Primarily a Vascular Disease

COVID-19 — Misc:
Candace Owens slams Dr. Fauci, the left for killing science
House Intel GOP say 'significant circumstantial evidence' of COVID Wuhan lab leak
Did Pandemic Signal The Demise Of Modernity?
How Covid Put an End to Your Right to Due Process
How Team Biden Ended Covid Mania Overnight
PolitiFact's Wuhan Lab Theory Retraction
Scientists Admit to Using “Totalitarian” Fear Tactics in the COVID Response to Control the Population
Evidence COVID-19 Emerged From a Biological Laboratory in Wuhan

Wind Energy — Offshore:
Questions linger regarding offshore wind’s economic, environmental impact
Cable It In Is No Strategy for Fixing the Problems with Offshore Wind
Silence from Shoreline Press on Undersea Electric Problems
Offshore Wind Requires 63,000 lbs of Copper, per Turbine
U.S. Seeks to Approve Dozens of Offshore Wind Projects in Years to Come
Socioeconomic Impacts of Atlantic Offshore Wind Development
Biden's BOEM Pick has Worked for Top Offshore Wind Firms

Wind Energy — Other:
David Bellavia on Wind Turbines: One and Two
Biden’s FERC Selection Lobbied for Major Wind Developer
Texas stops Chinese billionaire from building wind facility
Bisphenol A in wind turbines damages human fertility

**Solar Energy:**
Report: *The Case for Reform of Solar Energy Planning*
Study: *Strategic land use analysis for solar energy development in NYS*
Soaring Solar Costs Could Slow The Renewable Boom
Excellent: *VA Supervisors ease citizens concerns over future solar projects*
FAA Publishes Policy on Airport Solar Projects to Protect Pilots From Glare

**Nuclear Energy:**
Britain’s real energy revolution: to roll out Small Modular Reactors by 2030
Can Nuclear Power Go Local?
Nuclear energy is essential to goal of 100% clean energy by 2050
Economic and Carbon Impacts of Potential Nuclear Plant Closures
Evidence of beneficial effects of radiation and thresholds for detriment
U.S. senator prepares tax credit legislation for existing nuclear plants
The Real Tragedy at Indian Point
Natural Gas Replacing Nuclear, Despite What Cuomo and Others Say

**Fossil Fuel Energy:**
Alex Epstein gives Congress a 5-Minute Masterclass on Fossil Fuels
Biden’s Gas Pipeline Gift to Putin
America needs more oil and gas pipelines
Official West Virginia letter to Kerry

**Misc Energy:**
Add the Wall Street Journal to the People Who Can't Do Basic Arithmetic
California May Face Round Two Of Energy Shortages This Summer
More Racially Biased Energy Costs Favored by California
Universal Electric Car Myth Debunked
Report: HYDROGEN, The once and future fuel?
Biden looks abroad for electric vehicle metals, in blow to U.S. miners
A viable alternative to Chinese minerals hegemony
U.S. Navy Aircraft Carriers Could Soon Use Innovative Fuel Made From Seawater

**Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:**
Unsettled: What Climate Science Tells Us, What It Doesn’t, And Why It Matters
The Union of Concerned Scientists tries to “cancel” Steve Koonin
Study: CO2 a Source of Life or a Threat?
Joe Biden’s Climate Denialism
Failure to Disclose: Report Exposes Academics w Ties to Law Firms
Exxon CEO and Board Should be Dismissed Over Greenwashing Climate Policies
“Clean Energy for America” Bill Another Climate Con and Attack on Rural America

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Report: A Workable Alternative to Net Zero
No good decisions wo good data: Climate policy the critical role of science
The WMO’s statistical temperature gamble
Scientists don’t have a clue what will happen to clouds as the planet warms
Study: The temperature–CO2 climate connection
Cold: More To Come?
Short video: The Biden Effect

US Election:
How Zuckerberg Paid Progressives to Work with 2020 Vote Officials Nationwide
Phony Election Reform Bill Threatens American Democracy
Dr David Clements video about Recommendations Report
Archive: Statistical Evidence of Dominion Election Fraud? Time to Audit the Machines.
Archive: Dominion Effect FAQ
An Update On The Fox News Dominion Lawsuit
How Big Tech imposed their will on the American electorate
Election Fraud Arrests Begin
Risk-Limiting Audits vs. Full Forensic Audits
Audit of Elections Update: A Week’s Worth of Bombshells
Eyes on Audit Intel

US Election — Arizona:
Statement of Work for the Maricopa AZ Audit
Video: AZ Ballot Printing Company "Runbeck" Causing 11%+ Error Rate!
Video: Information Deleted From Maricopa Election Machine Has Been Recovered
Arizona Senate Considering Expansion of Maricopa County 2020 Election Audit

US Election — Other State Issues:
How They Cheated In Pennsylvania
Michigan Judge Dismisses Antrim County Election Case
Fulton County (GA) Election Audit: ‘People Are Going to Jail’
Some Voting Machines in PA Not Accepting Ballots
Dominion ‘Errors’ In Yet Another County (PA)
Auditors find no fraud in disputed New Hampshire election
GA Set For Election Audit After Judge Unseals 145,000 Absentee Ballots

**US Politics and Socialism:**
Our Increasingly Unrecognizable Civilization
"We Have Utter Chaos": Rep Chip Roy Gives Mammoth House Floor Remarks
The Rise of Corporate-State Tyranny
Race-Crazed Disney Backs Down
Tilting at the Windmills of ‘Inequity’
Pentagon’s New Working Extremism Group
Docu-movie: Brainwashed America
BLM Co-Founder Resigns Amid Financial Scandal

**Other US Politics and Related:**
Why the American People Have Turned Against Biden
We Have to Save Our Constitutional Republic
In Historic 9-0 Decision, Supreme Court Rules Against Illegal Aliens
Americans Remain Patriotic
The Big Lie
U.S. rolls out first update to flood insurance pricing in 50 years
Why Has the Right Let the Floyd Cops Fry?
Rural Oregon counties look to join more conservative Idaho
'Low energy' Durham probe cost $1.5± million during six months
The Problem With Biden’s Spending Extravaganzas: They Just Won’t Work

**Education Related:**
How the Next Generation Science Standards Diminish Scientific Literacy
The Pandemic May Be Ending, But Student Anxiety Isn’t
A Reason Biden and Teachers Unions Suddenly Want to Open Schools
Teacher shows how schools are intentionally confusing children about gender
Worthwhile Organization: Parents Defending Education
Form for Students Attending Schools Requiring Covid-19 Injections
Open Letter from Physicians: Allow Students Back Without COVID Vaccine Mandate
The SCUBA Model of Higher Education
Left-Wing Brainwashing in Our Schools Is Unconstitutional
Science and Misc Matters:
US Memorial Day: Ronald Regan Speech
Making Satan great again: The glamorization of evil
Report: The Irreproducibility Crisis of Modern Science
Does the Bill of Rights Protect You Outside Your Home?
Bill and Melinda Gates’ Empire of Dirt
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COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early. Analysis of 58 studies
WHO Scientist Served Notice for Allegedly Suppressing Data on COVID-19 Treatment
Study: HCQ Boosted Survival of Ventilated COVID-19 Patients by 200%

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
Why Is There Such Reluctance to Discuss Natural Immunity?
Republicans Propose Vaccination-By-Mail Program
Alarming Casualty Rates for mRNA Vaccines Warrant Urgent Action
The Spike Protein in the COVID-19 Vaccine is a Dangerous Toxin
‘Urgent’ British report calls for complete cessation of COVID vaccines
CDC Caught Cooking the Books on COVID Vaccines

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
The 2020 Seasonal Flu Has Dropped by 98% Worldwide as it is Re-labeled COVID-19
Exposing the Media’s Plot to Hide Record Vaccine Deaths and Deceive Americans
Never Let a Plague Go to Waste
Cuomo’s Book Part of Criminal Investigation Into Nursing Home Deaths

COVID-19 — Dr. Fauci:
Report: The Fauci/COVID-19 Dossier
11 Takeaways From Fauci’s Emails About COVID-19
Liberating Yourself from Faucism
Tucker Hammers Dr. Fauci
Collapse of the fake consensus on Covid-19 origins
3 Points the Media Is Still Getting Wrong About Wuhan Lab Theory
Short video: Dutch leader Slams in Globalist ‘Obedience Training’
An Orchestrated Hoax
America’s COVID Groupthink Functioned Like China’s Repression

Greed Energy Economics:
Blocking The Wind *(more accurate cost of offshore wind)*
Not Enough “Green” in Green Energy

Wind and Solar Energy:
Report: Not in Our Backyard
Ohio Senate passes bill giving communities power to stop renewable projects
Why Wind & Solar Are Doomed to Failure
Wind and Solar Are No Substitute for Real Dependable Energy
Spotsylvania’s solar decommissioning will be a nightmare
Short video: Felling of 90 Mitsubishi 1 MW Wind Turbines

Nuclear Energy:
Short video: Why Environmentalists Cause Climate Change
Societies Call For Policies That Will Allow Nuclear And Renewables To Work Together
Bill Gates, Warren Buffett to Launch ‘Game-Changing’ Nuclear Power Plant
U.S. senators introduce nuclear power credit to help curb emissions

Fossil Fuel Energy:
Short video: Flip The Fossil Fuel Script
Ridding the world of fossil fuels will drive humanity back to medieval times
Oil and Gas CEO Claps Back Hard Against Environmentalist Hypocrites
Don't Get Discouraged About The Preposterous Plans To Eliminate Fossil Fuels
Natural Gas Is Still King of the Hill Despite Several Pretenders
India, Australia, China, Russia pushing ‘massive’ coal expansion
American Petroleum Institute’s abject surrender and ignominious defeat
Biden Caves to Germany and Putin
Short Video: Thank You, North Face

Misc Energy:
The Effect of Communist China on America’s Clean Energy Plan
Biden’s Rapacious ‘Green’ Dream Devouring World’s Rare Earth Minerals
International Energy Agency’s green energy fantasy is a hoot
Energy Secretary Warns Of Crippling Power Grid Cyberattacks
Two New Texas Bills on Power Grid Signed into Law
The Foundations Behind Green Energy Scams Are Also Ruining America
New Book: Citizens Understanding Environmental Abuses Supporting "Clean" Energy
New Book: The Division of Light and Power
Archive: The Brent Spar battle that launched modern activism

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Model mayhem and the folly of false acceptance
Two Imperatives That Will Change the Trajectory of Our Country
Fact-checking Facebook’s carbon dioxide fact-checkers
Deforestation & Carbon Emission
Climate alarmists can’t explain away ancient mega-droughts
Trump challenged Biden’s claim re the Joint Chiefs of Staff and climate change
Archive: A Review of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
The Sad Truth About Traditional Environmentalism
California and New York in a race to the bottom
Texas Senator Cornyn calls climate change advocacy a ‘cult’
Quick Quiz: Is there a climate crisis? What does the data say?
Climate skeptics are not easily persuaded, UO study shows
Biden’s Coming War on Farmers

US Election Laws — HR-1/S-1:
Joe Manchin: Why I’m voting against HR-1/S-1
HR-1/S-1: A Cautionary Tale of Unintended Consequences
HR-1/S-1: A Betrayal of American Democracy
Breaking Down HR-1/S-1: Democrat Goals for 2021
Election Expert Unravels Democrat’s HR-1/S-1
HR-1/S-1 Is a Non-Solution to a Non-Crisis
Democrats Pull Hat Trick With Dishonest Voting Rights Bill

US Election Laws — HR-4:
Eyes on John Lewis Voting Rights Act (HR-4)
Election Law Pre-clearance Is Unnecessary
Conservatives – Tell Your Senators Don’t Get Suckered On HR-4
US Election — Arizona:
Maricopa County recount almost done, but other parts of audit will continue
Arizona Audit: Hand Recount Expected to End This Week
Chairwoman Kelli Ward Provides Update on Arizona Ballot Audit…
AZ Audit Update - We still don't have the Splunk Logs or Routers

US Election — Wisconsin:
Wisconsin Nov. 3 Election Will Be Investigated by Retired Officers
WI Senate’s Voter I.D. Bill Can and Should Receive a Floor Vote
Wisconsin Republicans can and should pass SB 204
Wisconsin Senate passes SB 204

US Election — Other State Issues:
Election Integrity Efforts Across America Since The Disastrous 2020 Election
New Election Probes Just Launched in Wisconsin AND Pennsylvania
Statewide Audit Coming Soon In Pennsylvania?
PA election reform bill mandates voter ID but faces stern opposition
Fight over discovery erupts in 2020 election fraud lawsuit in Michigan
Bombshell Report – MI County Voting Machines Were Remotely Logged into
Election Workers Set to Be Deposed in Georgia Ballot Case
A growing chorus of Georgians suspicious of voter fraud as election audit continues
Texas voting bill isn’t Jim Crow 2.0
Former Attorney General Edwin Meese III Sue Major League Baseball

US Election — New Audit Report:
Post-Election Audits: Verifying Election Integrity
Video: Post-Election Audits
Post-Election Audits: What You Don’t Know About Them…
Current Election Audits Prove We Must Demand Full Forensic Audits

US Election — Other:
Voter Photo IDs Are the Rule in Europe and Elsewhere
The Big Lie, NOT
Video: Mike Lindell Presents Absolutely 9-0
Mike Lindell’s Lawsuit against Dominion
Attorney General Garland announces actions to “protect voting rights”
US Politics and Socialism:
I Survived Communism. Now, it’s Back, Veiled as ‘Environmentalism’
The Truth About Slavery
Standards of Color-Blind Merit Tumble Across American Society
G7 affirms anti-capitalist ‘Great Reset’ to exploit COVID crisis
Biden releases first regulatory agenda
Petition: Hands off Trump and America

Other US Politics and Related:
Lobbyists write our laws
When Journalism Blurs Into Activism—A Canadian Case Study
NC’s lieutenant gov details America’s success story and work ethic
Democratic Showdown: Kamala vs. Manchin
Report: From Plato to Black Lives Matter
Short Video: You’ll Own Nothing and Be Happy!?

Religion Related:
Parents enraged over ‘masturbation’ videos for first-graders
The Scandal Rocking the Evangelical World

Education Related:
Death spiral of American academia
The Rot of the Prestigious Colleges
Shocking Case of Academic Censorship
The Backlash to Critical Race Theory Is on The Way
Why Don’t Governing Boards Rein in College Costs?

Science and Misc Matters:
Follow the Science, At Least on Nutrition
Congress Needs to Undo EPA’s ‘Science Massacre’
EPA to Reexamine Health Standards for Harmful Soot
What conclusions should you draw from a dataset when different analysts reach different conclusions?
COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early. Analysis of 60 studies
Sen. Johnson says early treatment of COVID could’ve saved thousands
Study finds ‘staggering’ number of American lives could have been saved with HCQ
A Guide to Home Based COVID-19 Treatment

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
COVID’s warped vaccines
Pfizer VP: The thing to be Terrified of, is your Government
4,000± fully vaccinated people in MA test positive for COVID-19
Inventor of mRNA Technology Warned FDA That Shots Could be Dangerous
Politics Not Science Behind Failure to Acknowledge COVID Vaccine Risks
Canadian surgeon FIRED for voicing vaccine concerns
Choice Is Fine; Mandates Are Not!
Pakistan Shuts Off Phone Service To Non-Vaccinated Citizens

COVID-19 — Misc:
Fabulous Fauci Falters
WHO Declares Mask And Social Distancing Policies To Continue Indefinitely
The Failure of Imperial College Modeling Is Far Worse than We Knew
Scientists Admit Lab-Leak Hypothesis Was Valid Last Year
Pandemic: The Original Star Trek Series Foretold a Future Biological War
Short video: How Does It End?

Greed Energy Economics:
China Delivers Crushing Blow To Wind, Solar Power
In Texas, Wind and Solar Got $22 Billion in Subsidies
Scientists See No Science in Carbon Tax
Carbon tax hurts competitiveness

Wind Turbines — Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Fact Sheet: Wind Energy – Coatings (Resins & Systems)
Epoxy Resins in Wind Energy Applications
Study: The adverse health effects of Bisphenol A (BPA)
Bisphenol A (BPA) into the environment from wind turbines
Bisphenol A in wind turbines damages human fertility
Bisphenol A and the environmentally destructive nature of industrial wind turbines
NGO raises concerns over environmental impact of chemicals used in turbine blades
Study: Emissions from corrosion protection systems of offshore wind turbines
Study: Unsustainable Wind Turbine Blade Disposal Practices in the United States
Are Wind Turbines A Significant Threat To Birds?

Wind Energy:
South Dakota rocked again as a wind turbine plant shuts its doors
Almost Everyone Hates Wind Turbines
French military restricts wind turbines within 70km (43+ miles) of a base
Public Opposition kills an Ohio Wind Project
Hawaii Community Has Had Enough Of Towering Wind Turbines

Solar Energy:
Harvard Study: The Dark Side of Solar Power
Why Everything They Said About Solar Was Wrong
Solar panels ‘chronically underperforming’ and degrading faster than anticipated
NY County hopes new recycling law will discourage solar developers
The Real Solar-Panel Price Crisis Hasn’t Begun Yet
Solar panels are creating 50 times more waste than predicted, and much of it is toxic
Indiana appeals court rejects solar opponents’ request for review
Short video: Solar concerns, Chautauqua Township (NY)

Nuclear Energy:
Nuclear Power Just Doesn’t Need Much Fuel
Wyoming towns eager to host next-generation nuclear reactor
Legislation introducing nuclear production tax credit
The Real Reason Biden’s Climate Agenda Is Failing Is Because It’s Anti-Nuclear

Fossil Fuel Energy:
Electric power fantasies are lining up
The Current Legal Onslaught Is Unlikely To Limit World Oil Production
Pipeline vs Train vs Ship to Transport Crude Oil
Blame fossil fuels for the world populating to 8 billion
The CLEAN Future Act Could Cripple the American Oil & Gas Industry
Texas Legislature advances bills to shield oil and gas from climate initiatives
Texas Bill to End Energy Discrimination Sent to Governor’s Desk
Report: Global fossil fuel use similar to decade ago
Russian Supply Curbs Exacerbate Squeeze On European Gas Market

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Wind turbines contain the world's most powerful green house gas, SF6
Is Climate Change 'Science'?
The Myth of Humans Causing Global Warming Is Shattered
The Warmers and the Wilders
New Studies Show Drought is Now Less Common and Severe than in the Past
Roger Pielke Jr. Weighs in on This Week’s Hysteria: Drought
Study: The Global Mean Temperature Anomaly Record
Clubs of Doom and the Limits to Climate Models
Great Barrier Reef has completely recovered from 2016 bleaching event
Dutch court gets climate science wrong
The Claim 37% of Heat Deaths are Caused by Global Warming is Absurd

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Study: How much has the Sun influenced Northern Hemisphere temperature trends?
Is a "Climate Lockdown" on the Horizon?
COVID Lockdowns Morphing Into Climate Lockdowns
Swiss voters reject key climate change measures
The Utter Uselessness of Climate Change 'Science'
Climate Change Elitists, Spineless Bankers and Insurers Assault our Liberty
US Climate Policy by Judicial Decree
Archive: The Environmental Scam: One Quick and Easy Response

US Election:
A.U.D.I.T. of Elections: Is the Dam Breaking?
Election Fraud is an Issue that Will Not Go Away
Accurate List of 2020 Presidential Election Lawsuits...
Important Recommendations for Meaningful Election Reform
The Real Big Lie: You Can't Question Elections
Why a forensic election audit is vital
Post-election forensic audits ‘only way’ to verify election integrity
What Difference Does Proving a Stolen Election Make? All the Difference in the World
The Supreme Court’s Day of Reckoning is Coming
Movie: The Deep Rig
US Election — January 6th:
What I Saw At The ‘Save America Rally’ In Washington, DC On Jan. 6
What really happened on Capitol Hill on Jan 6?
Unindicted Co-Conspirators in 1/6 Cases Raise Questions of Federal Foreknowledge
Several good articles about the 1-6-21 situation
Carlson Raises a Serious Alarm Bell About Babbitt’s Murder and the Enemy Within
Deprogramming of January 6 Defendants Is Underway
Congressman Gaetz Demands Transparency on FBI’s Involvement on January 6th

US Election — S.1:
Democrats’ Election Bill S.1—Amended, or not—Is Wrong for America
Bipartisan Groups Unite to Fight Anti-Citizen Privacy Provisions in HR.1 and S.1
Manchin Offers Compromise on Voting Rights Bill
Manchin moves shake up Dem strategy for massive elections bill
Manchin’s Voter-ID Deception
There’s a Reason Why Democrats Can’t Get Their Election Bills Passed
Democrats' partisan power grab fails — for now

US Election — HR.4:
The Left’s Next Voting Bill Is Even Worse Than HR 1
Quashing S.1 is not enough
The Unnecessary and Unconstitutional Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act (HR.4)
Dems' HR.4 another election power grab – here's what's in it and how to fight back
Demand Justice in Election Integrity Without Sacrificing Our Principles

US Election — Arizona:
Attorney General Brnovich Slams Garland’s Threat to Involve Feds in Audit
AZ Senator: State Lawmakers Prepared to Act on Findings From Election Audit

US Election — Georgia:
Georgia to remove 100k 'outdated' names and 18k dead people from voter rolls
Georgia audit documents expose significant election failures in state's largest county
Georgia investigator's notes reveal 'massive' election integrity problems in Atlanta
Why a Judge Has Georgia Vote Fraud on His Mind
Georgia Conducting Secret 2020 Ballot Review -- Keeping Plaintiffs in the Dark
Election Integrity Alliance Statement on DOJ Interference in Georgia Elections
Atlanta: The Cesspool of the South
Fulton County (GA) Official Admits Chain of Custody Missing for 2020 Absentee Ballots Deposited in Drop Boxes

US Election — Other State Issues:
Wisconsin Legislature Passes Strong Bill to Limit Private Election Funding
Wisconsin Legislature Passes Common Sense Voter I.D. Protections
Wis. official says Zuckerberg-funded group seized control of 2020 election
Why PA Needs a Forensic Audit
Study: A Comprehensive Review of Pennsylvania’s Election Laws

US Politics and Socialism:
Biden Asks Americans to Report ‘Potentially’ Radicalized Friends and Family
Mark Carney, man of destiny, arises to revolutionize society. It won't be pleasant
A challenge to Mark Carney — let's talk it out
Finally! US Bill Introduced To Clamp Down On Big Tech Censorship
Even North Korea is not this nuts: Defector slams ‘woke’ US schools
Explosive New Book on Marx Explains the Left’s Plan for America
Jailed Murderer Wins Public Office in D.C. Election
Letter to black America explaining the real purpose of made-for-TV racial conflict

Other US Politics and Related:
Fight to Win the Propaganda Wars or Die
Anatomy of the Woke Madness
Welcome to Wokespeak: Its Logic-Defying Rhetoric Is Making Heads Spin
The World Loves Free Speech—Except When They’re Offended
The Three-way Squeeze
Biden Spews More Misinformation Overseas
Corrupt EPA stacks CASAC panel with agency grant cronies
Extremists in the Military — God I Hope So
Iran’s new, hardline leader Raisi may complicate U.S. sanctions deal
$500/mo ‘basic income’ payments tested in upstate NY
Canada ‘s Top Ten List of America ‘s Stupidity

Religion Related:
Chinese Communist Party-linked newspaper political cartoon mocks Christianity
Democratic Ted Lieu accuses Catholic bishops of hypocrisy
Still Silent Shepherds—An Open Letter To Post-Pandemic Pastors
Vatican in 'unprecedented' challenge to Italy homophobia law
Education Related:
The Single Best Thing Americans Can Do to Retake America
Florida bans 'critical race theory' from its classrooms
We Need to Teach About the Socialist Alternative…and Its Failure
The Pros And Cons Of Going Into Crippling Debt To Acquire A Useless Degree
Kim Jong Un Attends Ivy League University To Learn New Brainwashing Techniques
A Conservative Student’s Experience at UNC-Chapel Hill

Science and Misc Matters:
How ‘Experts’ Abused Science to Saddle America with the Microaggression Mania
Moving beyond passwords will happen much faster thanks to Apple’s latest move
A fascinating study about US vacation home sales
A guide to living at a black hole
The Rise and Fall of an American Tech Giant: Kodak

COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early. Analysis of 62 studies
MD Testimony about the failure to alert the public about COVID-19 therapies
Ivermectin Invictus: The Unsung COVID Victor
YouTube’s Censorship of Ivermectin
Study: Theoretical study and molecular modeling of inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2
Study: Phytochemicals in ginseng possess potential to inhibit SARS-CoV-2

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
Prominent medical journals highlight death risk from COVID vaccines
Biden Announces Door-to-Door ‘Outreach’ Teams to ‘Get Americans Vaccinated’
Inventor of mRNA vaccine gives interview on the safety of gene therapy shots
Those dying post-vaccine: Where are the autopsies?

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
Portugal Court Rules Only 0.9% of ‘Verified Cases’ Died of COVID
"Panic Porn Dressed Up As Science" - Exposing the Truth About the Delta Variant
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COVID-19 — Misc:
Covid And Climate: Key Failures In Policy Parallels
Why the Masses Unquestionably Obeyed COVID-19 Restrictions
Pseudopandemic
Lambda variant raises concern due to ‘unusual’ mutations
Short Video: Jim Jordan Attacks Fauci’s Actions At Start Of COVID-19 Pandemic
Fauci Hit with Hatch Act Complaint

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Wind and Solar are the Most Environmentally Destructive Energy Sources
Rural communities and conservation groups sue NYS over renewables’ siting process
Bat Death Toll Near Turbines Raises Concerns
Iowa: Company illegally storing hundreds of old wind turbine blades
Study: Wood Pellet Damage

Wind Energy:
Wind energy in crisis as expansion stalls in Germany
Offshore wind support vessel forced to leave after fishermen protest
New Maine law prohibits offshore wind projects in state waters
Two Australian wind projects fined $1+ million for their role in blackout

Solar Energy:
“Every Indiana school system where solar farms were located had a 10-20% decline in enrollment within a five-year period.”
Study: Graphene-Based Nanotechnologies for Energy Applications (e.g. Solar)
Study: Toxicity of graphene-family nanoparticles

Nuclear Energy:
U.S. can’t hit net-zero power target by 2035 without Nuclear
US Legislation introduced to extend production tax credits to nuclear
Nuclear Energy Will Not Be the Solution to Climate Change
Report: Ten Years of Fukushima Disinformation
Nigeria pursues nuclear ambitions

Fossil Fuel Energy:
Alex Epstein Congressional Testimony for June 30, 2021
Five Asian countries building 600 new coal plants
Oil, Gas Stock ETFs Are Attracting Most Money in a Decade
Record-breaking European gas prices signal an expensive winter for consumers
Coal aversion by Biden, environmentalists threatens transition to electric vehicles
Coal output in U.S. rising most since 1990 as global demand surges
Surging U.S. LNG undermines Biden’s climate agenda
Fossil Fuel Hatred Will Deliver Disaster and Tyranny

Geothermal Energy:
Geothermal Energy is the Future
Full steam ahead for Cornwall’s geothermal energy project

Misc Energy:
Powering the future of North Carolina
Climate Successes = Rolling blackouts for parts of Northwest
Hydrogen Hype and Hurdles
Toyota Warns (Again) About Electrifying All Autos
Shortages flagged for EV materials lithium and cobalt
Study: Safety of Grid Scale Lithium-ion Battery Energy Storage Systems
Residential energy use: “interventions” that alter daily habits vs top-down regulations
Green Energy for the Woke Is No Bargain for the Awake

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Short video: The Climate Religion
Dear Climate Alarmists: Your fear mongering isn’t cool anymore
Confirmation Bias in Event Attribution Analysis
When Climateers Let the Truth Slip Out
Is Global Warming Really the Cause of the Pacific Northwest Heat Wave?
CNN Says Florida Building Collapse Caused By Climate Change
What is good for the climate geese is NOT good for the ganders
They Blame Heat Deaths, etc on Climate Change Because They’re Causing Them
NYT columnist: Now Democrats have only 1 year to save planet
Climate Justice Is Just An Excuse to Impose Green Ideology

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Progressives tell Biden to ignore China abuses for climate fight
Ecocide Reveals the Totalitarian Heart of the Climate Cult
A Scientist Scientifically Uses Science to Debunk Global Warming
Biden's ticking climate clock
To Stop Climate Change Americans Must Cut Energy Use by 90 Percent…
BBC deletes list of climate change benefits after fury from activists
Democrats Hope to Pass Climate Bill After Failing a Decade Ago
Coastal sinking, caving explained by researchers
Milloy to EPA Administrator: Pick a new CASAC or see you in court
Archive: The Creator, Fabricator and Proponent of Global Warming – Maurice Strong

US Election — HR.4:
Stop HR.4, a Federal Veto of State Election Laws
HR.4 — The Pelosi Power Grab Act
60 Seconds: Voting Rights (IWV)
60 Seconds: H.R. 4 and Federal Pre-Clearance (IWV)
Celebrate Consent of the Governed, then Reject Democrats’ Attempt to Sabotage It
Dems' election power grab: Republicans fighting partisan assaults on voting
Short good video: House Judiciary Hearing Highlights (6-29-21)
Riordan 6-29-21 Testimony to House Subcommittee
Lawyer Testifies to Voting Section’s History of Abusing Its Authority
H.R.4 Voting Rights Act Poll

US Election — Other:
Ten Reasons The 2020 Election Was The Fairest Election Of All Time
2016 Dem’s Vote Rigging Ran Out of Time
Brnovich Turned the Tide in Election Integrity War
Dems Can’t Stem the Flow of Election Revelations No Matter How Hard They Try
Book: The Deep Rig — How Election Fraud Cost Trump the White House

US Election — Arizona:
Supreme Court: A Victory in the Arizona Voting Rights Case
The Reality of the Arizona Election Audit
Key Questions While We’re Waiting for the Arizona Audit Report
Live streaming of the AZ Maricopa County Audit
Report: Laws Governing the Measurable Effects of Pre-Determined Aggregate Percentages to Engineer an Election; Maricopa

US Election — Georgia:
Justice Department’s Lawsuit Against Georgia Is Completely Partisan
GA State Senator: ‘I Think We Can Ask For Our 16 Electoral College Votes Back…’
Judge declines to block portions of Georgia election law
US Election — Pennsylvania:
Why I am initiating a forensic investigation of the 2020 PA Election
Gov. Wolf Vetoes Voting Rights Protection Act Despite Overwhelming Voter Support

US Election — North Carolina:
NC Board of Elections Agrees to Allow More Poll Observers
Collusive settlements by the NC attorney general prohibited in budget

US Election — Other State Issues:
State Legislatures Can Reverse 2020 Outcomes If Fraud Found
Some Good State Election Recommendations
Election Integrity Efforts Across America Since The Disastrous 2020 Election
A.U.D.I.T. of Elections: Democrats Getting Concerned
Did Biden Really Win California?
Judge orders new election after 78% of mail-in ballots proven to be fraudulent
AuditEngine Florida Case Study Report & Videos

US Politics and Socialism:
Short video: NC Lt. Gov. Mark Robinson - Reparations
Mainstream media has openly embraced advocacy over reporting
Why Are They Woke?
Attacking ‘merit’ in the name of ‘equity’ is a prescription for mediocrity
The Attempted Destruction of US Through Open Borders and Mass Migration
All Things Great and Small ......Are Racist
Fear Is Contagious and Used to Control You
BLM leadership reveals plan to 'completely dismantle' society
A Free Press is Not Just a Right, it is a Choice…
Air Force Chief of Staff Brown’s Racism Witch Hunt

US Independence Day:
Celebrating America’s Birthday
How Nations Slip from Greatness to Obscurity
41 Years After the Most Memorable US Sporting Event, Patriotism Dropping

Other US Politics and Related:
Statement on Supreme Court Citizen Privacy Ruling
On Slavery, Climate, and the Promise of Gettysburg
Citizens of NY County partition it to be a Constitutional Sanctuary
Biden’s Infrastructure Package Will Federalize Local Zoning Laws, etc.
Proposed Green ecocide law does not work
Facebook To Provide Warning When Your Friends Begin Thinking For Themselves
Aides Nervous as Biden’s Life Alert and Nuclear Launch Buttons Look Similar

Religion Related:
Vatican indicts ten, including a cardinal
At least 20 Canadian churches set ablaze or vandalized amid indigenous anger
Why Revival is America’s Only Hope!

Education Related:
Our Colleges Should Accomplish More
China, Universities and Climate Change
A Teachers’ Guide to Miseducating the Young
Preschool, Kindergarten Enrollment Drops 13 Percent Nationally
Why Did a Christian College Fire a Tenured Professor?

Science and Misc Matters:
Canadian man jailed for calling his biologically female child his ‘daughter’
The historical foundations of the linear non-threshold dose response model
Scientists develop simple blood test for early detection of Alzheimer’s disease
CDC Warns Doctors About a Mystery Bacterial Outbreak
The invisible addiction: is it time to give up caffeine?
1,500± businesses infected in one of the worst ransomware attacks ever
New LinkedIn Data Leak Leaves 700 Million Users Exposed
DuckDuckGo is now the second most popular search engine in the West
Israel makes AI Drone History
Eulogy of Tom Wysmuller
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COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early. Analysis of 60 studies
Cholesterol medication may reduce COVID-19 severity
Dirty Truth About the Only FDA Approved COVID Therapy
Doctors Raise Awareness on Ivermectin Treatment for COVID-19

— Page 61 —
COVID-19 — Vaccines:
Video: Vaccine undermines your natural immune system
Fine Analysis: COVID-19 Vaccines Don’t Really Work as Hoped
The Number Of Vaccine Deaths Has Skyrocketed Again!
CDC ‘whistleblowers’ claim injections have already killed 50,000 Americans
Lawsuit Claims Feds are Covering Up at Least 45,000 Injection-Related Deaths
YouTube Censors North Carolina County Government Meeting
White House to Ask SMS Carriers to Monitor Vaccine ‘Misinformation’
It begins: the Demonization of the Un-Vaxxed
HHS Sued to Stop Emergency Use Authorization of COVID-19 Vaccines

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
US Drug Overdose Deaths Surged Nearly 30 Percent in 2020 to Record High
‘Zero Covid’ Catastrophe: Participating Nations See New Records Across the Board
Belgium Health Experts Demand Investigation Of WHO
Johns Hopkins Study Found Zero COVID Deaths Among Healthy Kids
Powerful COVID-19 Lawsuit against DHHS

COVID-19 — Misc:
Report: The Fauci/COVID-19 Dossier
Of masks and men; the weird religion of COVID masks
Documentary: COVID-19 — Are We Following the Science?Melbourne In Chaos As Protestors Resist New COVID Lockdowns
Gates and Soros Backed Organization Buys Out COVID-19 Testing Company

Greed Energy Economics:
Are Existing Coal Plants Less Expensive Than New Gas, Wind or Solar?
Americans Finally Waking Up to the Nightmare Cost of Unreliable Wind and Solar
Net zero emissions? That will be $3000 from each of you, every year
Report: Philadelphia’s $24M Electric Bus Fleet in Complete Shambles

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Retired Batteries May Bring ‘Explosive Pollution’

Wind Energy — Offshore:
They're not blown away by NJ's offshore wind power plans
Brunswick County objects to NC's offshore wind energy plans
Condo owners’ appeal could be last legal hurdle for offshore wind in Great Lakes
Solar co sues feds over offshore Vineyard Wind farm approval

— Page 62 —
Wind Energy — Other:
Ohio Counties given veto over wind, solar projects
Ohio Gov. Signs Bill Giving Commissioners ‘Kill Switch’ on Wind, Solar Projects
Ohio Eviscerates Preferred Siting, Accelerated Permission for Wind/Solar Developers
For Leaseholders: What Makes a Contract Invalid?
Recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions could impact NY Wind Project
The Rejection of the Fountain Wind (CA) Project
Obsession With Unreliable Wind & Solar Threatens More Mass Blackouts
The Strange Case of the Climate Scientists Fighting a Wind Project

Solar Energy:
Major New Report: Overview of Solar Energy Concerns
Clouds gathering over big solar projects in VA?
The lurking threat to solar power’s growth
Quantifying Solar Value Deflation in California
Archive: Solar Energy Isn’t Always as Green as You Think
Archive: Solar energy is renewable, but is it environmentally just?

Nuclear Energy:
The World’s First Small Nuclear Reactor Is Now Under Construction
A man-made sun that could power our planet is created by a British start-up
Nuclear Energy: Systemic Risk Or Climate Change Cure

Fossil Fuel Energy:
23 States Join Lawsuit Against Biden Administration Over Keystone Pipeline
Coal power rising as renewables fail to keep pace with demand growth: IEA
Green Deal: no Pipelines, no Oil— Battle in the Great Lakes
Natural Gas Is the Foundational Fuel for Today and Tomorrow

Misc Energy:
Talking Points on the CLEAN Future Act
Big batteries could be bigger bombs than Beirut fertilize
It’s Time to Unplug the Hype Over Electric Vehicles
Norway Proves Our Electrification Strategy Is Doomed To Disaster
Biden Aiming to Make America Energy Dependent Again
Report: Southern States Energy and Environmental Legislative Digest
Short video: Fix The RFS
Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Six Facts the Left Doesn’t Want You To Know About Global Warming
Another Global Warming Fact Alarmists Want Buried
The Impossibly Inconsistent Climate Disaster Claims
The Fallacy of Climate Financial Risk
New Data Shows Great Barrier Reef Coral is as a Record High
Heat Waves and Hot Air
EU Unveils Absurd Climate Change Targets "To Give Humanity A Fighting Chance"
Four Flaws With the EU’s New Climate Plans
'Climate Change' Charlatanism Means Never Having to Say You're Sorry

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Dr. Judith Curry: Climate Change explained in 5 Minutes
Glaciers reveal tree stumps from a warmer period
Progressives raise pressure on moderate Democrats to back party-line climate measure
Data suggests hurricanes in the Atlantic are not more frequent than in the past
Ministers delay Net Zero heating plans following disagreements
Biden wanted an EU climate alliance — he’s getting a carbon trade war
The Consequences of Being Wrong on Climate Change
We’re Shocked by Deadly Floods Because We’re So Good at Preventing Them
Online Conference: There Is No ‘Climate Emergency’
Court Rules in Favor of CEI in Michael Mann Lawsuit
G20 ministers fail to agree on climate targets

US Election:
Register for my Monday Chautauqua Talk about Election Integrity (online)
Democrats Say It Is Easy To Hack Voting Machines
Short video: Why so many people believe that the 2020 election was rigged
Dems Spend $25M To Reject Election Bipartisanship
The 2020 Election Requires Believing the Unbelievable
The 2020 election polling disaster
Ballot Harvesting: AP Doesn’t Stand for the Associated Press
America the Outlier: Voter Photo IDs Are the Rule in Europe and Elsewhere
Voter File Message Test Poll
It’s Not Racist to Support Election Integrity Laws
HR4 will allow millions of illegal aliens to vote
Left News: Business Letter to Congress
US Election — Arizona:
Some AZ Election Audit Hearing Statistics
AZ Auditors Reveal Disturbing Results in 2020 Election
Video: AZ Senate Hearing on the 2020 Maricopa Election Audit
Arizona: 74K Excess Votes Still In Doubt
Did Maricopa transfer 120K excess Biden votes to other counties?
Few voters use federal-only ballots

US Election — Georgia:
Tucker Carlson: GA Voter Fraud
Duplicate Ballots were Counted in Fulton County Georgia in 2020 Election
Raffensperger demands firing of Georgia election officials after double-counted ballots
Daugherty’s Georgia Senate Runoff Lawsuit: Supreme Court Appeal Next

US Election — Pennsylvania:
A.U.D.I.T. of Elections: Why Do Democrats Fear a Forensic Audit in Pennsylvania?
PA Gov. Wolf says he’s no longer opposed to new voter ID rules
Pennsylvania decertifies county's voting machines after 2020 audit

US Election — Other State Issues:
Evidence Of Election Manipulation Mounts
Wisconsin Legislators pushes for Full Forensic Audit
Study: Election Integrity — Texas Case Studies and Policy

US Politics and Socialism:
Scapegoats, Boogeymen, and Hobgoblins
Governments rack up record debt as Great Reset seeks to ‘reimagine’ capitalism
Critical Race Theory: It’s Far Worse Than You Feared
Obama’s Police State Dream Is Coming True

Other US Politics and Related:
Dumping Illegal Aliens Requires Legal Review
Wikipedia Co-Founder: I No Longer Trust Website I Created
The Macro Subjectivity of 'Microaggression' Studies
Education Related:
What Are Students Learning? Make Syllabi Public
Raising a Generation of Junior Jackbooters
Sensitivity by Proxy
The Idea of Academic Freedom Explained
Blowing the Boiler of American Education
The Zinn Project Will Destroy any Zen Public Schools Ever Cultivated
Do You Know What’s in the Books Your Kids Are Reading?

Science and Misc Matters:
Peer Review, a Tarnished “Gold Standard”
Video: Why Was Haiti’s President Assassinated?
Joe Biden Buys All of Hunter’s Artwork in Hopes of Meeting the President
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COVID-19 — Special Reports:
Short superior video: A clear counter-argument to getting the “vaccine”
Excellent: COVID-19 Vaccines Don’t Really Work as Hoped
Very worthwhile: Plague Rats
Our Report: How the Medical Establishment Dropped the Ball re COVID-19

COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early. Analysis of 61 studies
Double-blind study: Ivermectin reduces COVID-19’s duration and infectiousness
COVID: 90% of patients treated with new Israeli drug discharged in 5 days

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
COVID-19 Natural Immunity vs Vaccine Induced Immunity Guide
The Vaccine Causes The Virus To Be More Dangerous
COVID Outbreak On Carnival Cruise Despite ALL ABOARD Jabbed
CDC study shows 74% of people infected in MA Covid outbreak were fully vaccinated
Over 25% of COVID-19 cases in LA are fully vaccinated people
Are Vaccines Driving the Surge in New COVID Infections?
Poll: Most unvaccinated Americans believe vaccine riskier than virus
Kaiser Poll Shows It’s Not Republicans Who Are COVID Vaccine Resisters
Biden's Vaccine Push: A Mandate with Destiny
Study: First postmortem study in a patient vaccinated against SARS-CoV-2
Document Reveals ‘Shocking’ Terms of Pfizer’s International Vaccine Agreements
Experts Warn of Increased Risks of Infertility, Death after COVID Vaccines

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
FDA Issues Recall for Defective COVID Tests Made by ‘World’s Largest Mfg’
Which masks protect against delta COVID-19 variant?
NYT: CDC Statistic is a Huge Exaggeration
Study finds unhealthy levels of carbon dioxide in kids wearing face masks
Startling Discovery Suggests 40% of US Wild Deer have had the Coronavirus

COVID-19 — Misc:
Tucker Carlson: This isn't about the science, here's proof
‘CDC Has Destroyed Their Credibility’
The COVID Lies: Who is Behind them and What They Want
How a Psychic Healer Convinced the Gov’t to Fund “Long Covid” Research
Why Did the WHO Alter Its Definition of “Herd Immunity?”
The coming Delta lockdown is designed to invoke nationwide protests...
China seals city as its worst virus outbreak in a year grows
Short video: Walkout Wednesday (Noon: August 11th)
The Nuremberg Code

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Michigan denies permit for wind project over wildlife concerns
Renewables: Oh, the Waste!
Turbine noise goes on trial (in Australia)
Tesla big battery fire in Victoria under control after burning more than three days
Offshore Wind Turbine Noise Raises Concerns About Marine Life

Wind Energy:
Bradford (PA) says no to wind turbines
The Big Battery Myth: Why Battery Storage Can’t Save Intermittent Wind & Solar
‘I can see our industry disappearing’: US fishermen sound alarm at offshore wind
Offshore Wind Fight Shifts to NY Bight as Scallop Industry Calls for Changes
Sorry, But Those Wind and Solar Numbers Just Don’t Add Up
The Block Island wind project has largely shut down
North Dakota regulators order removal of wind turbine too close to residence
Solar Energy:
Major Report: Overview of Solar Energy Concerns
Solar Framing Is A Problem No Matter How One Interprets It
TV Report: Home Solar Panel Pitfalls
True solar farmers sound alarm on ‘green energy’ panels

Nuclear Energy:
Short worthwhile video: The Green Atom
Company searching for 'Holy Grail' of energy
State, federal efforts “too late to save Exelon's Illinois nuclear plants”

Fossil Fuel Energy:
Why Does Biden Want to Kill Our Oil and Gas?
If Coal Is Dead, Then Why Are Ships So Full Of It?
US DOE Drops $52.5 Million Green Hydrogen Bomb On Natural Gas
U.S. Interior secretary accused of defying federal judge’s oil lease ruling

Misc Energy:
Clean electricity standard would have 'cataclysmic' impact on state economies
RGGI is but the Classic “Solution in Search of a Problem”
Going Green Relies Heavily On Chinese Slave Labor
Germany’s Green Energy Shift Is More Fizzle Than Sizzle
The hydrogen economy is about to get weird
Energy CEO claims iron-air battery can “fully retire thermal assets”

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Report debunking the IPCC
How Climate Scenarios Lost Touch With Reality
Can we trust the climate scientists?
Bjorn Lomborg: The truth about extreme weather events
How Climate Scenarios Lost Touch With Reality
To Advance the Climate Agenda: Never Waste Bad Weather
Climate Change Doesn’t Cause All Disasters
The Greens threaten us with floods but fail to protect against them
IPCC's Gold-Standard Temp Data: Last 7.25 Years World Has Been Cooling
Is the Earth Actually Getting Hotter?
Michael Mann’s Lawsuit Stumbles On
Study: Three Americans create enough carbon emissions to kill one person
Video: Claims carbon dioxide is destroying the planet are ‘antiscientific
A climate test showing 70% error in the calculated 2019 temperature

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Biden’s 30×30 Land Grab
Climate scientists prepare to clamp down on the world’s freedoms
Climate Scientist Warns ‘Next 20-30 Years Will Be Cold
Could Pacific NW Heat Wave, European Floods Have Been Caused by the Sun?
Earth’s interior is swallowing up more carbon than thought
Climate hyperbolists are finding the pandemic stole their thunder
CA Climate Initiative Support Drops Like Rock
Comments On Federal Scientific Integrity
China, India ignore UN deadline to update emissions targets in COP26 warning shot
Gratitude for CO2: It Continues to Feed the World
COP26 summit ‘too big’ to happen in person, warns climate change negotiator
ClimateClips.com: A collection of good short videos about climate
Short video: Floods, Heat Waves and an Ice Age
Video: Studying Sunspot Activity Cycles: Hindcasting and Forecasting
China rolls back climate policy, reopens closed coal mines as power demand surges

US Election:
Biden AG Threatens Prison Time for Anyone Organizing “Election Forensic Audits”
Gen. Flynn: 10 Indisputable Facts on the 2020 Election that Argue for Audits
10 Reasons to Question the Election
A.U.D.I.T. of Elections: Shock and Awe or Calm Before the Storm?
Evidence to be Presented to Citizens Grand Jury of Interstate Election Conspiracy
Justice Dept’s Guidance on Statutes Regarding Voting Methods and Audits
Majority vote ‘No’ on Democratic plan to federalize elections
HR4 - The Pelosi Power Grab Act

US Election — Arizona:
A.U.D.I.T. of Elections: Grassroots Pressure Begins to Pay Off
AZ Audit Update w AZ GOP Chairwoman Dr. Kelli Ward, July 28, 2021
Maricopa: What happened to 443K excess ballots?
Senator Fann Explains Path to Decertification of 2020 Election Results
Arizona Senate liaison granted 'full access' to Maricopa audit
US Election — Other State Issues:
More votes counted than cast in Nevada 2020 General Election
Pulitzer Says He Has Funding for Kinematic Forensic Audit of Michigan
Trump Victory Margin in Michigan at 373,000 Votes
Zuckerberg-Funded Nonprofit Paid $11.8 Million to MI Dem Consulting Firms
PA County Declines Election Audit Without New Voting Machines
Texas Dems to huddle with Clintons, Abrams as they bid to regain momentum

US Politics and Socialism:
Nothing Is Ever As It Appears In China: Military Intimidation
The Jan. 6th Show Trials Threaten All of Us
GOP Reps Denied Entry to Prison Where Jan. 6 Prisoners Being Held
The Mayor: Police Protection for Me, not for Thee
Parents Defy “No National Anthem” at Softball Game
Why I Am Deleting All Content After 48 Hours

US Infrastructure Bill:
Just Say “NO” To This Corrupt Phony Infrastructure Bill!
Wharton School Analysis Destroys Budget Claim Underlying New Infrastructure Bill
Infrastructure Bill Contains Mileage Tax - Goal Is Make It Too Expensive To Drive

Other US Politics and Related:
Biden Follows Biles Example, and Quits Presidency to Focus on Mental Health
A Stark Report of Biden’s First Six Months in Office
A Conservative Plan to Replace the Progressive Welfare State in 2024
Report of Investigation into Allegations of Sexual Harassment of Gov Cuomo
Racial Reckoning, Ignores Democratic Party Racism
Let’s not Force America's Daughters to Register for the Draft

Religion Related:
Gender Ideology Run Amok
How Science Becomes Religion

Education Related:
How to Challenge a School Board in 3-5 Minutes
Academia’s hostility to intellectual diversity suffers a courtroom setback
Archive: Revolutionizing our K-12 Education System
Why Private Schools Have Gone Woke
Communism Overtakes Union-Controlled Government Schools
Science and Misc Matters:
The Tyranny of Consensus Thinking
3 near-term tech advances that could change the future
Archive: The Birth of Experimental Science
Does the Biden Administration Understand Inflation?
Strawman Arguments: What They Are and How to Counter Them
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COVID-19 — Therapies:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early. Analysis of 63 studies
Directories of Physicians who may prescribe Ivermectin: here and here.
NIH Revises Treatment Guidelines for Ivermectin for the Treatment of COVID-19
The NIH Site for assessing “Antiviral Therapies”

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
Short video + numerous citations: Physician Destroys the COVID-19 Narrative
A Letter to the Unvaccinated
COVID Vaccine Mandates Strongly Opposed as Vaccine Failures Increase
What will segregated society look like for the unvaxxed?
Americans Attacked Using Two Political Bio-Weapons
Survey: Americans with doctorates are least likely to get coronavirus vaccines
Summary: Moderna Short-Term mRNA Injection Efficacy & Safety Data
Summary: Pfizer Short-Term mRNA Injection Efficacy & Safety Data
Summary: Johnson & Johnson Short-Term mRNA Injection Efficacy & Safety Data
Senior Vaccinologist Outlines Futility of Trying to Stop COVID Variants w Vaccines
Leaked Documents Reveal Pfizer Does Not Mandate Vaccines For Its Employees
World-class immunologist explains why the COVID vax is unnecessary
Up To 62% mRNA Vaccinated Show Evidence Of Blood Clotting
Vaccine Expert Calls For "Immediate Halt" To Vaccinations
Individual Choice and Bodily Autonomy vs. Vaccine Mandates
Senator warns of FDA’s shortcuts to full approval of COVID-19 vaccine
COVID-19 — Models and Data:
The smear campaign against the Great Barrington Declaration
COVID Fatalities: Age Demographics
CDC is Misrepresenting Data on Pregnant Women and COVID Vaccines
Report: Do Masks Work?

COVID-19 — Misc:
Report: Scientific Observations about the Medical Establishment’s Handling of COVID-19
Mass Psychosis: How to Create a Pandemic of Mental Illness
Medical Professional speaks about COVID-19 to School Board
Short video: Dr. Roger Hodkinson — It's all been a pack of lies
COVID was a dress rehearsal for global climate change
Judge Napolitano: Do we still have the Constitution?
When Employers Practice Government Tyranny
Working-from-Home Bureaucracy
After keeping kids inside, experts discover the health benefits of fresh air

Greed Energy Economics:
Burning Cash: Offshore Wind More Than Six Times Cost of Gas Power
The true cost of net zero

Wind Energy:
Chinese Communist Buys Large Texas Parcel, Alarming Lawmakers
Wind Operator Faces Liability for $Millions in Damages to Noise Victims
Wind delusions pose national security risk
Another Peak Demand Hour and Wind is Missing
Feds See Offshore Turbines as a Mixed Bag

Solar Energy:
Solar Facilities Spark Civil War in Virginia
Low-Density Intermittent Energy isn’t Renewable
The Costs Of A Solar-Powered Grid Without Fossil Fuel Back-up
Exploding birds on solar farms not a myth after all
Escalating U.S.-China Solar Rift Threatens Biden Green Goals

Fossil Fuel Energy:
The Left’s Long March Tramples Rotary
Fossil Fuels Are the Key To Raising Quality of Life for All
Newspeak Doesn’t Change the Fact Natural Gas Is Still Natural
Short video: Hijacking Natural Gas #1
Asia’s fossil fuel plans oblivious to UN’s climate scare
Asia coal demand surge in stark contrast with U.N. climate warning

Misc Energy:
With Latest Climate Change Report, Now Is Time for Nuclear Energy
Excellent: NY Republicans Call For Renewable Energy Study
The Disaster of Green Energy
Biden Admits Green New Deal Is a Dream
The World Will Run Out Of EV Batteries By 2025

Manmade Global Warming — New IPCC Report:
New IPCC Report: AR6 Climate Change 2021
The IPCC’s attribution methodology is fundamentally flawed
Dr. Patrick Michaels: Observations Concerning the Newest IPCC Report
Dr. Judith Curry: IPCC AR6 WG1 discussion thread
UN Climate Report Reveals the Crisis Is About Truth, Not Climate
Don’t buy the latest climate-change alarmism
Climate Change Brings a Flood of Hyperbole
IPCC confirms that climate policies have failed: It’s time to do something different
New IPCC report provides little objective basis for policymaking
UN Climate Panel Continues Decades-Long Climate Fear Porn Tradition
The IPCC’s Latest Climate Report is Anti-Science and Anti-Human: Reject It
The UN's 'code red' on climate change
The UN IPCC science panel opts for extreme nuttiness
IPCC’s Banishing fossil fuels would place most of the world at risk
The IPCCs deliberate CO2 deception

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Extreme Fraud At NOAA
Which data show that humans, CO2, and fossil fuels cause global warming?
Why RGGI is a “solution in search of a problem
New Confirmation that Climate Models Overstate Atmospheric Warming
Does Climate Change Cause Extreme Weather Now? Here’s a Reality Check
No, CBS News, Global Warming Did Not Create Taliban Victory
Biden Climate Change Policy a ‘House of Cards’
The problem with climate change politics

US Election — HR4:
H.R. 4—The Pelosi Power Grab Act
Dems plot last-ditch voting rights push as midterm clock ticks
Heritage: HR 4 Would Make It Easier to Commit Election Fraud
FreedomWorks
Statement in Response to the Introduction of H.R. 4
Congressional Report: States’ Primary Constitutional Authority Over Elections
ALG to Congress: Reject Democrat Election Takeover Act II
H.R.4 is Another Democrat Attempt to Undermine States
60 Seconds: H.R. 4 And Federal Pre-Clearance

US Election:
Report confirms 2020 abuses and RNC deploys 'year-round' election integrity unit
Report: Yes, the 2020 election was stolen
Election Analysis by Seth Keshel
Elections Need Meaningful Audits
Report: Nearly 15 Million Mail Ballots Went Unaccounted for in 2020 Election
Watch Some Highlights From Lindell’s Cyber Symposium

US Election — Arizona:
Arizona AG Investigates Maricopa County After They Fail To Submit Crucial Info
Arizona Audit: Eyewitness Testimony of the Power of God at Work

US Election — Georgia:
Georgia Voting Official Makes Excuses For Residents Who Illegally Voted in 2020
Georgia ballots rejected by machines were later altered by election workers
Fulton County Registration Chief Ralph Jones resigns
Two Truths and a Lie: Georgia’s Election Integrity Law

US Election — Other State Issues:
Analysis on 5 PA Counties shows Enough Fraudulent Ballots to Flip the State to Trump
Texas Senate Passes Bill in Favor of Forensic Audit

US Politics and Socialism:
Short Video: Colorado Springs father denounces critical race theory
Biden’s Cloward-Piven Immigration Agenda
Woke Politics Destroyed the Marine Corps I Knew

Medicine Is Getting Major Injections of Woke Ideology

Short video: Some Black Leaders discuss the benefits of the NRA

The Climate Leadership Council ‘Suspends’ ExxonMobil

What happened to ‘Yes we can’? Politics of victimhood has replaced optimism

Other US Politics and Related:

Short video: 10 Dumb Ways Our Government Spent Your Money!

Archive: The Intellectual Yet Idiot

Our Decaying Civilization

One of Google's Top Engineers Reveals Insider Info

FBI finds scant evidence U.S. Capitol disturbance was coordinated

Religion Related:

How Cultural Marxists In Our Midst Are Grinding Christianity Down

Guided by Faith, Divinity Student Fought His 'Anti-Racist' Seminary, and Won

Education Related:

Progressivism Surges Through America’s Law Schools

The Fight over Critical Race Theory in Education: A Fight for Our National Survival

Science and Misc Matters:

An Innovative Solution to the Failures of Peer Review

Science Journal Demands “Hate Crime” Laws to Shield Scientists from Public Criticism

Scientific Misconduct by the US Nat'l Academy of Sciences: Dr. Edward Calabrese

Beware approval of marijuana dispensaries

Famous Einstein equation used to create matter from light for first time